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Abstract. Within the project MUSICA (MUlti-platform re-
mote Sensing of Isotopologues for investigating the Cycle
of Atmospheric water), long-term tropospheric water vapour
isotopologue data records are provided for ten globally dis-
tributed ground-based mid-infrared remote sensing stations
of the NDACC (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric
Composition Change). We present a new method allow-
ing for an extensive and straightforward characterisation of
the complex nature of such isotopologue remote sensing
datasets. We demonstrate that the MUSICA humidity pro-
ﬁles are representative for most of the troposphere with a
vertical resolution ranging from about 2km (in the lower tro-
posphere) to 8km (in the upper troposphere) and with an es-
timated precision of better than 10%. We ﬁnd that the sensi-
tivity with respect to the isotopologue composition is limited
to the lower and middle troposphere, whereby we estimate
a precision of about 30‰ for the ratio between the two iso-
topologues HD16O and H16
2 O. The measurement noise, the
applied atmospheric temperature proﬁles, the uncertainty in
the spectral baseline, and the cross-dependence on humidity
are the leading error sources. We introduce an a posteriori
correction method of the cross-dependence on humidity, and
we recommend applying it to isotopologue ratio remote sens-
ing datasets in general. In addition, we present mid-infrared
CO2 retrievals and use them for demonstrating the MUSICA
network-wide data consistency.
In order to indicate the potential of long-term isotopologue
remote sensing data if provided with a well-documented
quality, we present a climatology and compare it to simula-
tions of an isotope incorporated AGCM (Atmospheric Gen-
eral Circulation Model). We identify differences in the multi-
year mean and seasonal cycles that signiﬁcantly exceed the
estimated errors, thereby indicating deﬁcits in the modeled
atmospheric water cycle.
1 Introduction
The water cycle is comprised of the continuous evaporation,
transport, and condensation of water. This cycle strongly in-
teracts with the global energy and radiation budgets (latent
heat exchange and the radiation effects of water vapour and
clouds) and is closely linked to the development of differ-
ent climate zones. Despite its fundamental importance for
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climate on global as well as regional scales, important details
of this cycle are still not completely understood. One exam-
ple is the latent heat budget, whose importance for the global
atmospheric energy budget remains unclear (Worden et al.,
2007; Trenberth et al., 2009). Another example is the green-
house effect of water vapour and its future evolution, which
deserves further attention since most climate models show a
signiﬁcant wet bias in the upper troposphere, where the ra-
diative effect of water vapour is particularly strong (Pierre-
humbert, 1995; Spencer and Braswell, 1997).
In this context, measurements of atmospheric water iso-
topologues (e.g. H2
16O and HD16O) are very promising. In
the following, we express H2
16O and HD16O as H2O and
HDO, respectively, and HD16O
H216O in the δ-notation
δD = 1000‰×(
HD16O/H2
16O
SMOW
−1), (1)
where SMOW=3.1152×10−4 (standard mean ocean water;
Craig, 1961). Combined observations of atmospheric H2O
and δD yield insights in troposphere–stratosphere exchange
(Kuang et al., 2003), cloud processes (Webster and Heyms-
ﬁeld, 2003; Schmidt et al., 2005), rain recycling and evap-
otranspiration (Worden et al., 2007), and the processes that
control upper tropospheric humidity (Risi et al., 2012a). Wa-
ter vapour isotopic measurements can be used to efﬁciently
discriminatebetweentherepresentationoftheprocessescon-
trolling the atmospheric humidity distribution in different
models (Risi et al., 2012b).
However, the water isotopologue measurements are very
demanding. This is particularly true for remote sensing ob-
servations of tropospheric water vapour isotopologue ra-
tios, which have recently become available (Schneider et al.,
2006b;Wordenetal.,2006;Frankenbergetal.,2009;Schnei-
der and Hase, 2011; Lacour et al., 2012; Boesch et al., 2012;
Frankenberg et al., 2012). The remote sensing techniques are
very important since they can provide continuous data on a
quasi-global scale; however, for their correct interpretation,
one has to be well aware of the complex nature of these ob-
servational data.
In this regard and in order to assure a proper usage of the
remote sensing data, our paper characterises in detail the tro-
pospheric water vapour isotopologue data produced by the
ground-based remote sensing component of the European
Research Council project MUSICA (MUlti-platform remote
Sensing of Isotopologues for investigating the Cycle of At-
mospheric water, www.imk-asf.kit.edu/english/musica). We
propose a data treatment that assures a high data quality and
allows for a straightforward and extensive characterisation
of such remote sensing datasets, thereby facilitating their
correct interpretation. Although our paper deals exclusively
with the ground-based MUSICA remote sensing dataset, the
proposed data treatment can be applied to all water vapour
isotopologue remote sensing datasets. Therefore, we think
that the paper can serve as a guideline for the different re-
search teams producing water vapour isotopologue remote
sensing data.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2 we give a
very brief overview of the history of tropospheric water iso-
topologue observations and present the new strategy applied
within the project MUSICA. In Sect. 3, the ground-based re-
mote sensing component of MUSICA is described and the
particularities of isotopologue remote sensing retrievals in
general are explained. In Sect. 4, we extensively document
the sensitivity and the uncertainty of the ground-based MU-
SICA remote sensing data and propose a method for sig-
niﬁcantly reducing the cross-dependence between humid-
ity and the isotopologue ratio, which is a retrieval artefact.
Section 5 documents the network-wide consistency of the
ground-based MUSICA data. In Sect. 6, we present the ﬁrst
MUSICA water vapour isotopologue climatology and com-
pare it to simulations of an isotopic AGCM (Atmospheric
General Circulation Model). Section 7 brieﬂy summarizes
our work.
2 Atmospheric water isotopologue observations
2.1 Brief review
Tropospheric water vapour concentrations are very variable
(e.g. at sea level in mid-latitudes, H2O vapour concentra-
tions can range between less than 2500ppm on a cold dry
day and more than 50000ppm on a warm humid day). Com-
pared to this large variability, the ratios of the water iso-
topologues, like δD, are relatively invariable, which makes
their measurement a difﬁcult task; it requires techniques that
are, ﬁrstly, sensitive over the large dynamic range of atmo-
spheric water vapour concentrations, and secondly and at
the same time, very precise in order to capture the small
isotopic signals. In the past, such stringent precision re-
quirements were only achieved by in-situ mass spectrome-
try techniques. The systematic observation of tropospheric
water isotopologues started in 1961 in the framework of the
GNIP (Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation, http:
//www-naweb.iaea.org/napc/ih/IHS resources gnip.html). A
decade later, (Ehhalt, 1974) made the ﬁrst aircraft-based ob-
servations of tropospheric water vapour isotopologue pro-
ﬁles. Due to the complex and time-consuming operation and
calibration of these in-situ instruments, the measurements
have been limited to a few campaigns only (e.g. Zahn, 2001;
Webster and Heymsﬁeld, 2003).
Recently, new in-situ as well as remote sensing instrumen-
tation and sophisticated retrieval algorithms have been de-
veloped. For instance, it has been shown that continuous in-
situ observations of atmospheric water vapour isotopologues
at the Earth’s surface are now possible (e.g. Tremoy et al.,
2011; Aemisegger et al., 2012). The developments in the
ﬁeld of remote sensing now allow for monitoring of the water
vapour isotopologues throughout the troposphere. Schneider
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et al. (2006b, 2010b) present a method for the remote sens-
ing of tropospheric H2O and δD from the ground using FTIR
(Fourier transform infrared) spectrometer systems of the
NDACC(NetworkfortheDetectionofAtmosphericCompo-
sition Change, http://www.acd.ucar.edu/irwg/). If performed
from space, remote sensing observations can provide data on
a quasi-global scale. The sensors MIPAS, SMR, and ACE
allow for δD observations within and above the upper tropo-
sphere/lower stratosphere region (Steinwagner et al., 2007;
Payne et al., 2007; Nassar et al., 2007; Lossow et al., 2011).
Worden et al. (2006) and Frankenberg et al. (2009) perform
the ﬁrst space-based remote sensing observations of tropo-
spheric δD using the US and European research satellite sen-
sors TES and SCIAMACHY, respectively. More recently,
Frankenberg et al. (2012) and Boesch et al. (2012) report tro-
pospheric δD observations using the Japanese research satel-
lite sensor GOSAT. Herbin et al. (2009) document that dif-
ferent tropospheric water vapour isotopologues can be well
detected by the operational meteorological satellite sensor:
IASI (Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer) ﬂown
aboard the METOP satellite of EUMETSAT (European Or-
ganisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites).
First IASI H2O and δD retrievals are presented by Schneider
and Hase (2011) and Lacour et al. (2012).
2.2 The new strategy of MUSICA
These recent developments are very promising, but further
efforts are needed for generating a tropospheric H2O and δD
dataset with a well-documented quality. In this context, the
project MUSICA has been established. It will provide quasi-
global and homogenous tropospheric H2O and δD data to
the scientiﬁc community, and it will extensively document its
quality. To reach this goal, MUSICA combines in-situ with
ground- and space-based remote sensing observations:
– The ground-based remote sensing component: It con-
sists of several ground-based FTIR experiments oper-
ated within NDACC at globally distributed sites. This
component covers different geophysical locations (Arc-
tic, mid-latitudes and subtropics of the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres, and Antarctic) and provides tro-
pospheric H2O and δD proﬁles dating back at some sta-
tions to the mid 1990s.
– The space-based remote sensing component: It uses
the IASI sensor aboard the operational meteorological
satellite METOP. IASI combines high temporal, hori-
zontal, and spectral resolution (covers the whole globe
twice per day, measures nadir pixels with a diameter of
only 12 km), and records thermal radiation between 645
and 2760cm−1 at a resolution of 0.5cm−1. Its operation
started in 2007 and is guaranteed on a series of three
METOP satellites until 2020. The good degree of con-
sistency between MUSICA’s ground- and space-based
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project MUSICA has been established. It will provide quasi-
global and homogenous tropospheric H2O and δD data to
the scientiﬁc community and it will extensively document its
quality. To reach this goal, MUSICA combines in-situ with
ground- and space-based remote sensing observations:
• The ground-based remote sensing component: it con-
sists of several ground-based FTIR experiments oper-
ated within NDACC at globally distributed sites. This
component covers different geophysical locations (Arc-
tic, mid-latitudes and subtropics of the northern and
southern hemispheres, and Antarctic) and provides tro-
pospheric H2O and δD proﬁles dating back at some sta-
tions to the mid 1990s.
• The space-based remote sensing component: it uses
the IASI sensor aboard the operational meteorological
satellite METOP. IASI combines high temporal, hori-
zontal, and spectral resolution (covers the whole globe
twice per day, measures nadir pixels with a diameter of
only 12 km), and records thermal radiation between 645
and 2760cm−1 at a resolution of 0.5cm−1. Its opera-
tionstartedin2007andisguaranteedonaseriesofthree
METOP satellites until 2020. The good degree of con-
sistency between MUSICA’s ground- and space-based
components has already been documented by Schneider
and Hase (2011).
• The in-situ measurement component: it consists of
continuous ground-based measurements using two Pi-
carro L2120-i water isotopologue analyzers (Aemiseg-
ger et al., 2012), a ﬁrst one at Karlsruhe (110m a.s.l.,
representative of the boundary layer) and a second one
at Iza˜ na (2370m a.s.l., representative of the free tropo-
sphere). Both instruments have been in operation since
the beginning of 2012. Moreover, two aircraft cam-
paigns measuring tropospheric water isotopologue pro-
ﬁles above Iza˜ na applying the ISOWAT instrument (Dy-
roff et al., 2010) are planned for the near future. These
in-situmeasurementswillallowvalidationoftheremote
sensing dataset.
This paper focuses on MUSICA’s ground-based remote sens-
ing component.
3 MUSICA’s ground-based remote sensing component
3.1 The network
Figure 1 shows a global map with the ten ground-based
NDACC-FTIR stations that contribute to MUSICA. The in-
struments are run by different MUSICA collaborators, which
provide the recorded spectra to the MUSICA retrieval team
(for more details about the collaborators see Table 1). Subse-
quently the MUSICA retrieval team analyses all the spectra
in a uniform way, thereby ensuring a good consistency of the
ground-based remote sensing water isotopologue data.
Fig. 1. Global distribution of the ground-based NDACC-FTIR sta-
tions contributing to MUSICA.
3.2 The measurement and retrieval principle
The ground-based FTIR systems measure solar absorption
spectra using a high resolution Fourier Transform Spectrom-
eter. The high resolution spectra allow the observation of the
pressure broadening effect, and thus, the retrieval of trace gas
proﬁles. However, the inversion problem is ill-determined
and for its solution some kind of regularisation is required. It
can be introduced by means of a cost function:
[y − F(x,p)]TS²
−1[y − F(x,p)]
+[x − xa]TSa
−1[x − xa] (2)
Here the ﬁrst term is a measure of the difference between
the measured spectrum (y) and the spectrum simulated for a
given atmospheric state (x), where F represents the forward
model, which simulates a spectra y for a given state x, tak-
ing into account the actual measurement noise level (S² is
the measurement noise covariance). The vector p represents
auxiliary atmospheric parameters (like temperature) or in-
strumental characteristics (like the instrumental line shape).
The second term of the cost function (2) is the regularisation
term. It constrains the atmospheric solution state (x) towards
an a priori state (xa), whereby the kind and the strength of
the constraint are deﬁned by the matrix Sa. The constrained
solution is reached at the minimum of the cost function (2).
Since the equations involved in atmospheric radiative
transfer are non-linear, the cost function (2) is minimised it-
eratively by a Gauss-Newton method. The solution for the
(i + 1)th iteration is:
xi+1 = xa + SaKi
T(KiSaKi
T + S²)−1
Fig. 1. Global distribution of the ground-based NDACC-FTIR sta-
tions contributing to MUSICA.
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Figure 1 shows a global map with the ten ground-based
NDACC-FTIR stations that contribute to MUSICA. The in-
struments are run by different MUSICA collaborators, which
provide the recorded spectra to the MUSICA retrieval team
(for more details about the collaborators see Table 1). Subse-
quently the MUSICA retrieval team analyses all the spectra
in a uniform way, thereby ensuring a good consistency of the
ground-based remote sensing water isotopologue data.
3.2 The measurement and retrieval principle
The ground-based FTIR systems measure solar absorption
spectra using a high-resolution Fourier transform spectrom-
eter. The high-resolution spectra allow the observation of the
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Table 1. List of the ten initial ground-based FTIR MUSICA stations.
Site (acronym) Location and Instrumentation Reference Collaborator
altitude (Bruker IFS)
Eureka (EU) 80.1◦ N, 86.4◦ W 125HR Batchelor et al. (2009) University of Toronto
610m a.s.l.
Ny ˚ Alesund (NA) 78.9◦ N, 11.9◦ W 120HR Notholt et al. (1995) University of Bremen,
15m a.s.l. Alfred Wegener Institute
Kiruna (KI) 67.8◦ N, 20.4◦ E 120/5HR Blumenstock et al. (2006) Karlsruhe Inst.of Tech.,
419m a.s.l. Inst.for Space Phys. Kiruna
Bremen (BR) 53.1◦ N, 8.9◦ E 125HR Velazco et al. (2007) University of Bremen
27m a.s.l.
Karlsruhe (KA) 49.1◦ N, 8.4◦ E 125HR Gisi et al. (2011) Karlsruhe Inst.of Tech.
111m a.s.l.
Jungfraujoch (JJ) 46.6◦ N, 8.0◦ E 120HR Zander et al. (2008) University of Li` ege
3580m a.s.l.
Iza˜ na (IZ) 28.3◦ N, 16.5◦ E 120M Schneider et al. (2005) Karlsruhe Inst.of Tech.,
2367m a.s.l. 125HR (since 2005) Agencia Estatal de Met.
Wollongong (WO) 34.4◦ S, 150.9◦ E 125HR Kohlhepp et al. (2012) University of Wollongong
30m a.s.l.
Lauder (LA) 45.1◦ S, 169.7◦ E 120M Kohlhepp et al. (2012) National Institute of Water
370m a.s.l. 120HR (since 2001) and Atmospheric Research
Arrival Heights (AH) 77.8◦ S, 166.7◦ E 120M Kohlhepp et al. (2012) National Institute of Water
250m a.s.l. and Atmospheric Research
pressure broadening effect, and thus the retrieval of trace gas
proﬁles. However, the inversion problem is ill determined,
and for its solution some kind of regularisation is required. It
can be introduced by means of a cost function:
[y −F(x,p)]TS
−1[y −F(x,p)]
+[x −xa]TSa
−1[x −xa]. (2)
Here, the ﬁrst term is a measure of the difference between
the measured spectrum (y) and the spectrum simulated for a
given atmospheric state (x), where F represents the forward
model, which simulates a spectra y for a given state x, tak-
ing into account the actual measurement noise level (S is
the measurement noise covariance). The vector p represents
auxiliary atmospheric parameters (like temperature) or in-
strumental characteristics (like the instrumental line shape).
The second term of the cost function (2) is the regularisation
term. It constrains the atmospheric solution state (x) towards
an a priori state (xa), whereby the kind and the strength of
the constraint are deﬁned by the matrix Sa. The constrained
solution is reached at the minimum of the cost function (2).
Since the equations involved in atmospheric radiative
transfer are non-linear, the cost function (2) is minimised it-
eratively by a Gauss–Newton method. The solution for the
(i +1)th iteration is
xi+1 = xa +SaKi
T(KiSaKi
T +S)−1
[y −F(xi)+Ki(xi −xa)], (3)
whereby K is the Jacobian matrix which samples the deriva-
tives ∂y/∂x (changes in the spectral ﬂuxes y for changes in
the vertical distribution of the absorber x).
An important addendum of the retrieved solution vector
is the averaging kernel matrix A. It samples the derivatives
∂ ˆ x/∂x (changes in the retrieved concentration ˆ x for changes
in the actual atmospheric concentration x) describing the
smoothing of the real atmospheric state by the remote sens-
ing measurement process:
(ˆ x −xa) = A(x −xa). (4)
Providing these kernels is rather important since they docu-
ment what is actually measured by the remote sensing sys-
tem. Without this information, the remote sensing data can-
not be used in a sensible manner. In addition, the trace of A
quantiﬁes the amount of information introduced by the mea-
surement.Itcanbeinterpretedintermsofdegreesoffreedom
of signal (DOFS) of the measurement.
These retrieval methods are standard in the ﬁeld of at-
mospheric remote sensing (e.g. Rodgers, 2000). We ad-
dress the inversion problem by the retrieval code PROFFIT
(Hase et al., 2004), which has been used for many years
by the ground-based FTIR community for evaluating high-
resolution solar absorption spectra. PROFFIT supports re-
trieval options that are essential for the remote sensing of
isotopologue ratios. It allows for retrievals on a logarithmic
scale (the atmospheric state vector, the a priori state, the a
priori covariance matrix, and the Jacobians have to be trans-
ferred to a logarithmic scale). This option has proven to be
very beneﬁcial for tropospheric water vapour retrievals. The
reason is that tropospheric water vapour concentrations are
log-normally, rather than normally, distributed, and therefore
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the regularisation term of the cost function (2) only works
adequately on a log scale (Schneider et al., 2006a).
The log-scale retrieval is also required for constraining
ratios of absorbing species. Since ln [HDO]
[H2O] = ln[HDO]−
ln[H2O], we can easily introduce an HDO/H2O constraint in
the regularisation term of the cost function (2): we only have
to ﬁll in the respective elements of the matrix Sa (Schneider
et al., 2006b). The HDO/H2O ratio constraint is essential for
obtaining an appropriate tropospheric HDO/H2O estimate.
The reason is that the H2O and HDO kernels are rather dif-
ferent and tropospheric H2O and HDO distributions are very
inhomogeneous.
PROFFIT is currently the only retrieval code for ground-
based FTIR remote sensing that supports an operational cal-
culation of error Jacobian matrices. This feature allows as-
signment of error bars to each individual measurement.
Furthermore, the radiative transfer model implemented
in PROFFIT (called PROFFWD) supports different spec-
troscopic line shape models, which is particularly impor-
tant when retrieving water vapour proﬁles from very high-
resolution spectra (Schneider et al., 2011).
3.3 The tropospheric water vapour state
The main characteristics of tropospheric water vapour are its
large variability and the strong correlation between the dif-
ferent isotopologues (e.g. H2O and HDO). In comparison to
this large correlated variability, the ratio of the isotopologues
remains signiﬁcantly more invariable, and the a priori covari-
ance of the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state can be deﬁned by the
following matrix Sa:
Sa =

SaH + 1
4SaI SaH − 1
4SaI
SaH − 1
4SaI SaH + 1
4SaI

, (5)
where SaH and SaI are symmetric n×n matrices (n is the
number of atmospheric levels used by the forward model).
The entries of SaI are rather small if compared to the entries
of SaH, which accounts for the strong a priori connection be-
tween ln[H2O] and ln[HDO].
Equation (5) describes the a priori covariance in the
{ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-basis. However, since the two isotopo-
logues do not vary independently, there might be a better or-
thogonal basis for describing the tropospheric water vapour
state. The rows of P describe this basis: the ﬁrst n rows span
the {(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-state, and the second n rows
the {ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state:
P =
 1
2I 1
2I
−I I

. (6)
Here, I stands for an n×n identity matrix. In the new orthog-
onal basis, the a priori covariance is
S0
a = PSaPT
=
 1
2I 1
2I
−I I

SaH + 1
4SaI SaH − 1
4SaI
SaH − 1
4SaI SaH + 1
4SaI

 1
2I −I
1
2I I

=

SaH 0
0 SaI

. (7)
The transformation reveals that the vectors
(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2 and ln[HDO]−ln[H2O] span
the adequate basis for describing the tropospheric wa-
ter vapour state and that SaH and SaI are the a priori
covariance matrices for (ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2 and
ln[HDO]−ln[H2O], respectively.
The introduction of an ln[HDO]−ln[H2O] constraint by
using an Sa as described by Eq. (5) is fundamental for most
isotopologue ratio remote sensing retrievals (Worden et al.,
2006; Schneider et al., 2006b, 2011; Lacour et al., 2012).
According to Eq. (7), such retrievals constrain (ln[H2O]+
ln[HDO])/2 and ln[HDO]−ln[H2O] independently. In this
context, the following two relations, relating these indepen-
dently constrained states to H2O and δD, are important:
1

ln[H2O]+ln[HDO]
2

≈
1(
√
[H2O][HDO])
√
[H2O][HDO]
≈
1[H2O]
[H2O]
(8)
and
1(ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]) ≈
1

[HDO]
[H2O]

[HDO]
[H2O]
'
1

[HDO]
[H2O]

SMOW
= 1(δD). (9)
According to Eq. (8), the variations in (ln[H2O]+
ln[HDO])/2 are well representative of relative variations of
the geometric mean between H2O and HDO. Since H2O and
HDO vary almost in parallel, the relative variations of their
geometric mean represent very well the relative variations
of H2O (and HDO), and consequently we can document the
sensitivity, vertical resolution, and errors of H2O (and HDO)
by examining the sensitivity, vertical resolution, and errors
of the {(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-state. Furthermore, Eq. (8)
reveals that the covariance matrix SaH well represents the co-
variances of H2O (or HDO). In the following, we use relative
variations of the geometric mean between H2O and HDO as
a synonym for relative variation of atmospheric humidity.
According to Eq. (9), the variations in ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]
can be used as a proxy for δD variations. We can use
ln[HDO]−ln[H2O] for documenting the sensitivity and
vertical resolution of δD. The errors of the {ln[HDO]−
ln[H2O]}-state are good conservative proxies of δD errors.
Moreover, Eq. (9) means that the covariance matrix SaI well
represents the covariances of δD.
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3.4 The retrieval setup
Figure 2 shows the spectral microwindows that are used for
the ground-based MUSICA water vapour isotopologue anal-
ysis. The microwindows have strong, but mostly not satu-
rated, and well-isolated H2
16O and HD16O absorption lines.
In addition, there are spectroscopic features of O3, N2O,
CH4, HCl, and C2H6 which are all ﬁtted simultaneously.
For the line-by-line simulations of these spectral signatures,
we apply the HITRAN 2008 spectroscopic line parameters
(Rothman et al., 2009), whereby for the water vapour iso-
topologues we use parameters that have been adjusted for the
speed-dependent Voigt line shape (Schneider et al., 2011).
The targeted water isotopologues are retrieved on a log
scale and regularised in an optimal estimation manner ap-
plying the a priori covariance matrix Sa of Eq. (5). The ma-
trix SaH, which represents the a priori covariances of H2O (or
HDO),aswellastheappliedH2Oaprioriproﬁlearededuced
from the tropospheric water vapour covariances observed by
radiosonde measurements at different locations. In the strato-
sphere we use an H2O climatology provided for the analysis
ofMIPASobservations(J.J.Remedios,UniversityofLeices-
ter, personal communication, 2007). The matrix SaI, which
represents the a priori covariances of δD, as well as the ap-
plied δD a priori proﬁle are deduced from the climatology as
measured by (Ehhalt, 1974).
The applied humidity log-scale a priori proﬁles decrease
linearly between the lower and upper troposphere, whereby
we use three different altitude levels for deﬁning the upper
limit of the troposphere: 7.5km for the polar sites, 10km for
the mid-latitude sites, and 12.5km for the subtropical sites.
For calculating SaH we use a tropospheric 1σ variability of
1.0 (on log scale) and gradually decrease it to 0.25 above the
upper troposphere. As correlation length we assume 2.5km
within the troposphere and at higher altitudes we increase
it gradually to 10km. The isotopologue ratio a priori pro-
ﬁles decrease between the lower and upper troposphere (site-
dependent between −100‰ and −700‰), and slowly in-
crease within the stratosphere. For calculating SaI we assume
a tropospheric δD variability of 80‰ and the same vertical
correlation length as for SaH.
Simultaneously to the water vapour microwindows of
Fig. 2, we ﬁt four CO2 lines of different strength, which al-
lows us to optimally estimate the temperature from the mea-
sured spectra (Schneider and Hase, 2008). As a priori tem-
perature proﬁle, we use the analysis data from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). As tempera-
ture uncertainty covariance, we assume an uncertainty cor-
relation length of 10km (excluding the boundary layer) and
uncertainty values of 2K in the boundary layer, 1K through-
out the rest of the troposphere, and 5K above the tropopause.
Moreover, we determine the spectral shift between the so-
lar and telluric lines during a pre-ﬁt of a spectral microwin-
dow at 2703.2–2705.3cm−1 containing well-isolated solar
as well as telluric lines of CH4.
4 Characterisation of water vapour isotopologue
remote sensing data
Already, Schneider et al. (2006b), Worden et al. (2006), and
Schneider and Hase (2011) have presented approaches for
characterising the complex nature of the isotopologue re-
mote sensing data. Schneider et al. (2006b) estimated errors
by varying the retrieval parameters according to their un-
certainty levels. This method works well for an exemplary
dataset, but it is not practicable for estimating individual er-
rors for a large number of observations. Worden et al. (2006)
deriveformulae,whichallowforananalyticerrorestimation.
These formulae work in the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state and
address the complex nature of the δD product by H2O and
HDO cross terms. These cross terms add signiﬁcant com-
plexity compared to the remote sensing error estimation for-
mulae described in the textbook of C. D. Rodgers (Rodgers,
2000). Furthermore, in the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state it is
difﬁcult to comprehensively document the FTIR system’s δD
sensitivity and the cross-dependence of retrieved δD on real
atmospheric humidity.
In this section, we present a new method that transfers
the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state onto a {Humidity, δD}-proxy
state. This approach allows for a δD error estimation in anal-
ogy to Rodgers (2000) as well as a straightforward documen-
tation of the vertical resolution, sensitivity, and the cross-
dependence of retrieved δD on atmospheric humidity. Fur-
thermore, we develop an a posteriori data treatment that sig-
niﬁcantly increases the scientiﬁc value of the isotopologue
remote sensing data.
We apply this new method for extensively characteris-
ing the water vapour isotopologue dataset produced by the
ground-based remote sensing component of the project MU-
SICA. This dataset offers two types of products: ﬁrst, tropo-
spheric H2O proﬁles aiming at maximal vertical resolution
and best possible sensitivity from the lower up to the upper
troposphere, and second, tropospheric proﬁles of the isotopic
composition of water vapour aiming at the best possible de-
gree of consistency between the H2O and δD proﬁles and a
maximal quality of the δD data.
We do the characterisation in detail for the two prod-
uct types taking the Iza˜ na station as an example and subse-
quently present an overall picture for all ten stations of the
ground-based MUSICA network.
4.1 Characterisation of product type 1:
optimally estimated H2O proﬁles
Figure 3 depicts averaging kernel matrices of the wa-
ter vapour state (for the ﬁrst product type, which aims
on maximal vertical resolution and best possible sensitiv-
ity for humidity). Panel (a) shows the row kernels in the
{ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-basis (kernel matrix (A)). The row ker-
nels reveal the atmospheric altitude regions that are repre-
sented by the retrieved state. The kernel matrix (A) can be
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Fig. 2. Spectral microwindows used for the ground-based FTIR MUSICA retrievals. Shown is an example for a typical measurement at
Iza˜ na (Oct. 26th 2011, 11:02UT; Solar elevation: 41.7
◦; H2O slant column: 6.3mm; DOFS for H2O: 2.95). Black line: measurement; Red
dashed line: simulation; Blue line residual (difference between measurement and simulation).
we use three different altitude levels for deﬁning the upper
limit of the troposphere: 7.5km for the polar sites, 10km
for the mid-latitude sites, and 12.5km for the subtropical
sites. For calculating SaH we use a tropospheric 1σ vari-
ability of 1.0 (on log scale!) and gradually decrease it to
0.25 above the upper troposphere. As correlation length we
assume 2.5km within the troposphere and at higher altitudes
we increase it gradually to 10km. The isotopologue ratio a
priori proﬁles decrease between the lower and upper tropo-
sphere (site-dependent between −100‰ and −700‰), and
slowly increase within the stratosphere. For calculating SaI
we assume a tropospheric δD variability of 80‰ and the
same vertical correlation length as for SaH.
Simultaneously to the water vapour microwindows of
Fig. 2, we ﬁt four CO2 lines of different strength, which al-
lows us to optimally estimate the temperature from the mea-
sured spectra (Schneider and Hase, 2008). As a priori tem-
perature proﬁle we use the analysis data from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). As temper-
ature uncertainty covariance we assume an uncertainty cor-
relation length of 10km (excluding the boundary layer) and
uncertainty values of 2K in the boundary layer, 1K through-
out the rest of the troposphere, and 5K above the tropopause.
Moreover, we determine the spectral shift between the so-
lar and telluric lines during a pre-ﬁt of a spectral microwin-
dow at 2703.2-2705.3cm−1 containing well-isolated solar as
well as telluric lines of CH4.
4 Characterisation of water vapour isotopologue re-
mote sensing data
Already Schneider et al. (2006b), Worden et al. (2006), and
Schneider and Hase (2011) have presented approaches for
characterising the complex nature of the isotopologue re-
mote sensing data. Schneider et al. (2006b) estimated er-
rors by varying the retrieval parameters according to their
uncertainty levels. This method works well for an exemplary
dataset, but it is not practicable for estimating individual er-
rors for a large number of observations. Worden et al. (2006)
deriveformulae, whichallowforananalyticerrorestimation.
These formulae work in the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state and
address the complex nature of the δD product by H2O and
HDO cross terms. These cross terms add signiﬁcant com-
plexity compared to the remote sensing error estimation for-
mulae described in the textbook of C. D. Rodgers (Rodgers,
2000). Furthermore, in the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state it is
difﬁcult to comprehensively document the FTIR system’s δD
sensitivity and the cross-dependence of retrieved δD on real
atmospheric humidity.
In this section, we present a new method that transfers the
{ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state onto a {Humidity, δD}-proxy
state. This approach allows for a δD error estimation in anal-
ogy to Rodgers (2000) as well as a straightforward documen-
tation of the vertical resolution, sensitivity, and the cross-
dependence of retrieved δD on atmospheric humidity. Fur-
thermore, we develop an a posteriori data treatment that sig-
niﬁcantly increases the scientiﬁc value of the isotopologue
remote sensing data.
We apply this new method for extensively characteris-
ing the water vapour isotopologue dataset produced by the
ground-based remote sensing component of the project MU-
SICA. This dataset offers two types of products: ﬁrst, tropo-
spheric H2O proﬁles aiming at maximal vertical resolution
and best possible sensitivity from the lower up to the upper
troposphere, and second, tropospheric proﬁles of the isotopic
composition of water vapour aiming at the best possible de-
gree of consistency between the H2O and δD proﬁles and a
maximal quality of the δD data.
We do the characterisation in detail for the two prod-
uct types taking the Iza˜ na station as an example and subse-
quently present an overall picture for all ten stations of the
ground-based MUSICA network.
Fig. 2. Spectral microwindows used for the ground-based FTIR MUSICA retrievals. Shown is an example for a typical measurement at Iza˜ na
(26 October 2011, 11:02UT; solar elevation: 41.7◦; H2O slant column: 6.3mm; DOFS for H2O: 2.95). Black line: measurement; red dashed
line: simulation; blue line: residual (difference between measurement and simulation). 8 M. Schneider et al.: Ground-based water vapour isotopologue remote sensing
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Fig. 3. Row kernels of the water vapour state corresponding to the example spectrum of Fig. 2. Panel a: in the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-basis;
Panel b: in the {(ln[H2O] + ln[H2O])/2,ln[HDO] − ln[H2O]}-basis; Panel c: same as panel b, but optimized for isotopologue studies
(see text for more details).
Table 2. Experimental and temperature uncertainty sources used for our error estimation. The third column gives the uncertainty value and
the fourth column the partitioning between statistical and systematic sources.
Error Source Acronym Uncertainty Statistical/Systematic
Measurement Noise NOI 0.4% 100/0
Baseline (Channeling and Offset) BAS 0.2% and 0.1% 50/50
Mod. Eff. and Pha. Err. ILS 10% and 0.1rad 50/50
Temperature Proﬁle TEM 1-5 K 70/30
Line Of Sight LOS 0.1
◦ 90/10
Solar Lines (Intensity and ν-scale) SOL 1% and 10
−6 80/20
Spectroscopic Parameters (S and γ) SPE 1% (H
16
2 O); 2% (HD
16O) 0/100
Table 3. Statistical and systematic errors in the Iza˜ na total H2O col-
umn due to the assumed experimental and temperature uncertainty
sources of Table 2. The Total (TOT) data represents the root-square-
sum of these errors. In addition the error due to the limited verti-
cal sensitivity and resolution of the remote sensing system is given
(smoothing error).
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 0.6% –
BAS 0.4% 0.4%
ILS <0.1% <0.1%
TEM 0.2% 0.1%
LOS 0.2% <0.1%
SOL <0.1% <0.1%
SPE – 1.0%
Total (TOT) 0.8% 1.1%
Smoothing error 0.1% –
The errors are calculated as the square root of the diagonal
of the error covariance matrix S0
e:
S0
e = PGKpSpKp
TGTPT (13)
where G = (KTS²
−1K+Sa
−1)−1KTS²
−1 is the gain ma-
trix, which samples the derivatives ∂ˆ x/∂y (changes in the
retrieved {ln[H2O], ln[HDO]}-state ˆ x for changes at the
spectral bin y), Kp is the parameter Jacobian, which sam-
ples the derivatives ∂y/∂p (changes at the spectral bin y for
changes in the parameter p), and Sp is the uncertainty co-
variance matrix for parameter p. Equation (13) is the ana-
lytic error estimation as suggested by Rodgers (2000), but
with the error covariance in the {(ln[H2O] + ln[HDO])/2,
ln[HDO] − ln[H2O]}-basis (P is the basis transformation
matrix of Eq. 6). According to Eq. (8) the error of the
{(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-stateisagoodproxyfortheH2O
error.
Figure 5 depicts the resulting H2O proﬁle error estimates
(panel a for the statistical and panel b for the systematic un-
certainty assumptions, respectively). We observe that base-
line and atmospheric temperature uncertainties are the lead-
ing random error sources. The total random error is about
Fig. 3. Row kernels of the water vapour state corresponding to the example spectrum of Fig. 2. (a) In the {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-basis; (b) in
the {(ln[H2O]+ln[H2O])/2,ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-basis; (c) same as (b), but optimized for isotopologue studies (see text for more details).
split up in four quadrants: the upper left graph documents
the altitude regions of real atmospheric ln[H2O] variations
that affect retrieved ln[H2O], the upper right graph the alti-
tudes of real atmospheric ln[HDO] variations that affect re-
trieved ln[H2O], the lower left graph the altitudes of real at-
mospheric ln[H2O] that affect retrieved ln[HDO], and the
lower right graph the altitude regions of real atmospheric
ln[HDO] that affect retrieved ln[HDO], respectively. It can
be observed that the retrieved ln[H2O] amount is affected by
both variations in ln[H2O] and ln[HDO]. The same is true
for the retrieved ln[HDO] amounts.
Since H2O and HDO vary largely in parallel, the ln[H2O]
and ln[HDO] kernels can be calculated by co-adding the de-
pendence on real atmospheric ln[H2O] and ln[HDO] varia-
tions. Alternatively and according to Eq. (8), we can use the
kernel of the {(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-state as a proxy for
the kernels of both H2O and HDO. This kernel can be visu-
alised by a transformation of A onto the basis described by
the rows of matrix P:
A0 = PAP−1
=

A0
HH A0
IH
A0
HI A0
II

. (10)
The part of A0 corresponding to the {(ln[H2O]+
ln[HDO])/2}-state is depicted in the upper left graph
of panel (b). We call this kernel A0
HH, whereby the indices
“H” stand for humidity (as aforementioned, we use relative
variations of humidity as synonym for relative variations of
the geometric mean between H2O and HDO).
4.1.1 Sensitivity and vertical resolution
The kernel A0
HH indicates that the ground-based FTIR tech-
nique allows for distinguishing three tropospheric H2O lay-
ers (see also the previous works of, for example, Schneider
et al., 2006a, 2010a; Schneider and Hase, 2009): a ﬁrst layer
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Fig. 4. Smoothing error and error due to cross-dependence (black
and red lines, respectively) for Iza˜ na. Top panel: H2O; bottom
panel: δD; solid lines: before applying the a posteriori operator C of
Eq. (14); and dashed lines: after applying the operator C. The blue
dashed line indicates the natural variability.
representing the lower troposphere (full width at half maxi-
mum, FWHM, of about 2–3km), a second one representing
the middle troposphere (FWHM of 5km), and a third one
representing the upper troposphere (FWHM of 8km).
The H2O smoothing error covariance matrix (S0
sH) can be
calculated by
S0
sH = (A0
HH −I)SaH(A0
HH −I)T. (11)
The square root values of the diagonal elements of S0
sH are
depicted as a black solid line in the upper panel of Fig. 4 to-
gether with the a priori uncertainty, i.e. the natural variability,
of tropospheric H2O (thick blue dashed line). As can be seen,
the FTIR measurements signiﬁcantly reduce the a priori un-
certainty up to an altitude of about 12km. The smoothing
error of the total H2O column is about 0.1% (see Table 3).
Please note that the errors at different altitudes are often anti-
correlated, which explains the relatively small total column
error if compared to the errors in the proﬁle (the correlation
betweenthedifferentaltitudesisnotvisibleinthesquareroot
values of the error covariance matrix as depicted in Fig. 4).
The kernel A0
IH (upper right plot of panel (b) of Fig. 3,
whereby the index “I” stands for isotopologue ratio) doc-
uments that real atmospheric variation in the isotopologue
ratio very slightly affects the retrieved humidity. Please be
aware that we scaled this kernel by a factor of 0.08. In this
scale the kernels A0
IH and A0
HH are comparable, since it ac-
counts for the different magnitudes of the humidity and iso-
topologueratiovariations.Theslightcross-dependenceofre-
trieved humidity on atmospheric δD variations gives rise to
a very small error, whose error covariance can be calculated
by (similar to Sussmann and Borsdorff, 2007)
S0
cH = A0
IHSaIA0T
IH. (12)
The square root values of the diagonal elements of S0
cH are
depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 4 as a red solid line. It is
very small (< 3% throughout the troposphere), and its effect
on the total column error can be neglected.
4.1.2 Estimation of uncertainties
Table 2 collects the uncertainties that we use for our the-
oretical error estimation. We use a measurement noise of
0.4% (deﬁned as noise to signal ratio), which corresponds to
the value typically observed for white noise in the measured
spectra.Byanalysingsaturatedabsorptionlines,weconclude
that baseline uncertainties should be generally smaller than
about 0.2%. Furthermore, we consider an instrumental line
shape uncertainty of 10% concerning the modulation efﬁ-
ciency, and of 0.1rad concerning the phase error. These are
conservative values for the ILS variations that we observe
when analysing low pressure gas cell measurements over
several years and for different instruments by means of the
software LINEFIT (Hase et al., 1999). For the a priori used
temperature proﬁle, we assume an uncertainty of about 3K.
The uncertainty values for the line of sight and the solar line
signatures are chosen to be in agreement with the observed
variations in the spectral shift of the solar with respect to the
telluric lines (due to the Doppler effect and the rotation of the
Sun, a non-central pointing of the solar disc causes a shift of
the solar line). For the spectroscopic intensity and broaden-
ing parameters of H2O and HDO, we use uncertainty values
of 1%–2%, which correspond to the values as estimated by
(Schneider et al., 2011).
The errors are calculated as the square root of the diagonal
of the error covariance matrix S0
e:
S0
e = PGKpSpKT
pGTPT, (13)
where G = (KTS−1
 K+S−1
a )−1KTS−1
 is the gain matrix,
which samples the derivatives ∂ ˆ x/∂y (changes in the re-
trieved {ln[H2O], ln[HDO]}-state ˆ x for changes at the spec-
tral bin y); Kp is the parameter Jacobian, which samples
the derivatives ∂y/∂p (changes at the spectral bin y for
changes in the parameter p); and Sp is the uncertainty co-
variance matrix for parameter p. Equation (13) is the ana-
lytic error estimation as suggested by Rodgers (2000), but
with the error covariance in the {(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2,
ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-basis (P is the basis transformation
matrix of Eq. 6). According to Eq. (8), the error of the
{(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-state is a good proxy for the H2O
error.
Figure 5 depicts the resulting H2O proﬁle error estimates
(panel (a) for the statistical and panel (b) for the system-
atic uncertainty assumptions, respectively). We observe that
baseline and atmospheric temperature uncertainties are the
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Table 2. Experimental and temperature uncertainty sources used for our error estimation. The third column gives the uncertainty value and
the fourth column the partitioning between statistical and systematic sources.
Statistical/
Error source Acronym Uncertainty systematic
Measurement noise NOI 0.4% 100/0
Baseline (channeling and offset) BAS 0.2% and 0.1% 50/50
Mod. eff. and pha. err. ILS 10% and 0.1rad 50/50
Temperature proﬁle TEM 1–5 K 70/30
Line of sight LOS 0.1◦ 90/10
Solar lines (Intensity and ν-scale) SOL 1% and 10−6 80/20
Spectroscopic parameters (S and γ) SPE 1% (H2
16O); 2% (HD16O) 0/100
Table 3. Statistical and systematic errors in the Iza˜ na total H2O
column due to the assumed experimental and temperature uncer-
tainty sources of Table 2. The “Total (TOT)” data represent the root-
square-sums of these errors. In addition, the error due to the limited
vertical sensitivity and resolution of the remote sensing system is
given (smoothing error).
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 0.6% –
BAS 0.4% 0.4%
ILS < 0.1% < 0.1%
TEM 0.2% 0.1%
LOS 0.2% < 0.1%
SOL < 0.1% < 0.1%
SPE – 1.0%
Total (TOT) 0.8% 1.1%
Smoothing error 0.1% –
leadingrandomerrorsources.Thetotalrandomerrorisabout
5% throughout the troposphere. The systematic errors are
clearly dominated by spectroscopic parameter uncertainties
and can reach up to 10%. An uncertainty of the instrumen-
tal line shape (ILS), which is a leading error source for the
ground-based remote sensing of stratospheric trace gas pro-
ﬁles (e.g. Schneider et al., 2008; Garc´ ıa et al., 2012), is of
lower importance for tropospheric water vapour retrievals.
The reason is that most water vapour is situated at low al-
titudes. Consequently, the absorption signatures are rather
broad (pressure broadening effect) and a precise knowledge
of the modulation efﬁciency is less important.
Table 3 collects the estimations for the total column errors
of H2O. Measurement noise and baseline uncertainties are
the leading random error sources. We estimate that the pre-
cision of the total column H2O data is better than 1%. This
very high precision has already been documented in previous
studies (e.g. Schneider et al., 2006a; Sussmann et al., 2009).
Please recall that errors at different altitudes are often anti-
correlated, so total column error cannot be assessed from the
square root of the diagonal values of the error covariance ma-
trix plotted in Fig. 5. The systematic error of the total H2O
column is determined by uncertainties in the spectroscopic
line parameters.
4.2 Characterisation of product type 2:
consistent H2O and δD data
When combined with humidity measurements, the isotopo-
logue ratio measurements provide complementary informa-
tion on the history of the observed water mass. However, it is
important that the remote sensing products of humidity and
isotopologueratio arerepresentative ofthe sameatmospheric
air mass. Furthermore, since the variability in the ratio of the
isotopologues is very small if compared to the large variabil-
ity of humidity, we need to be careful with a possible cross-
dependence of the retrieved isotopologue ratios on humidity.
The lower right graph of panel (b) of Fig. 3 shows the ker-
nel for the {ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state. We call it the iso-
topologue ratio kernel (A0
II). If we compare it with the up-
per left graph of panel (b), which represents the humidity
kernel (A0
HH), we observe that the FTIR system resolves the
vertical structures of humidity much ﬁner than the respec-
tive isotopologue ratio structures (compare also the DOFS,
which is 2.95 and 1.74 for A0
HH and A0
II, respectively). This
is rather unsatisfactory, since it means that our retrieved hu-
midity and isotopologue ratio values are not representative
of the same air mass. In order to assure the scientiﬁc useful-
ness of our water isotopologue product, we have to adapt the
vertical resolution and sensitivity of the humidity product to
the poorer vertical resolution and sensitivity of the isotopo-
logue ratio product. This can easily be achieved by convolv-
ing the retrieved humidity proﬁles with the isotopologue ra-
tio kernel (A0
II), which is a valid operation since the humidity
and isotopologue ratio are optimally estimated in an indepen-
dent manner (according to Eq. (7), we introduce no a priori
connection between the {ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state and the
{(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-state).
Panel (b) of Fig. 3 also indicates that there is a signiﬁ-
cant cross-dependence between the actual atmospheric hu-
midity content and the retrieved isotopologue ratio. The re-
spective kernel A0
HI is plotted as the bottom left graph. Please
be aware that we scaled this kernel by a factor of 1.0
0.08 = 12.5.
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tor:
C =
µ
A0
II 0
−A0
HI I
¶
(14)
The effect of this a posteriori operation can be visualised by
contemplating the modiﬁed averaging kernel:
A00 = CA0
=
µ
A0
II 0
−A0
HI I
¶µ
A0
HH A0
IH
A0
HI A0
II
¶
=
µ
A0
IIA0
HH A0
IIA0
IH
−A0
HIA0
HH + A0
HI −A0
HIA0
IH + A0
II
¶
=
µ
A00
HH A00
IH
A00
HI A00
II
¶
(15)
This kernel A00 is shown in panel c of Fig. 3. We observe
ﬁrst, that the retrieved humidity and isotopologue ratio are
now sensitive to the same atmospheric air mass (compare
upper left and lower right graph), and second, that the cross-
dependence of retrieved δD on atmospheric humidity varia-
tions is signiﬁcantly reduced (see lower left graph).
4.2.1 Sensitivity, vertical resolution, and cross-dependence
on humidity
The A00
HH and A00
II kernels as depicted in panel c of Fig. 3 re-
veal that we can distinguish the lower from the middle/upper
tropospheric humidity and isotopologue state. According to
Eqs. (8) and (9), we can use A00
HH and A00
II as proxies for the
H2O and δD kernel, respectively.
Similarly to Eq. (11), we calculate the H2O and δD
smoothing error covariance matrices (S00
sH and S00
sI, respec-
tively) by:
S00
sH = (A00
HH − I)SaH(A00
HH − I)T (16)
and
S00
sI = (A00
II − I)SaI(A00
II − I)T (17)
The H2O smoothing error (square root values of the diagonal
elements of S00
sH) signiﬁcantly increases after applying the a
posteriori operator C (compare black dotted with black solid
Table 4. Same as Table 3 but after applying the a posteriori operator
of Eq. (14).
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 0.6% –
BAS 0.2% 0.2%
ILS <0.1% <0.1%
TEM 0.1% <0.1%
LOS 0.2% <0.1%
SOL <0.1% <0.1%
SPE – 1.1%
Total (TOT) 0.7% 1.2%
Smoothing error 2.5% –
line in the upper panel of Fig. 4), since the vertical resolu-
tion of the humidity product has been reduced to the poorer
resolution of the isotopologue ratio product. The total col-
umn smoothing error of H2O increases from 0.1% to 2.5%
(compare Tables 3 and 4).
TheblacklineinthebottompanelofFig.4presentstheδD
smoothing error (square root values of the diagonal elements
of S00
sI). The a priori uncertainty, i.e., the natural variability,
of tropospheric δD is depicted as thick blue dashed line. Up
to an altitude of 8km the FTIR measurement signiﬁcantly
reducestheaprioriδDuncertainty. Theredlinesinthispanel
represent the error due to the cross-dependence of retrieved
δD on real atmospheric humidity variations, i.e., the square
root values of the error covariance matrix S00
iI:
S00
iI = A00
HISaHA00
HI
T (18)
The red solid and dotted lines visualise this error before and
after applying the a posteriori operator C of Eq. (14). With
the a posteriori correction this error is about 2‰ in the lower
troposphere and 8‰ in the middle/upper troposphere, re-
spectively (see red dashed line). This is a signiﬁcant reduc-
tion if compared to the uncorrected state (not applying the a
posteriori operator C), where the respective error can reach
20‰ (see red solid line).
Fig. 5. H2O proﬁle errors as estimated for Iza˜ na from the uncertainty assumptions of Table 2 for the typical situation of 26 October 2011.
(a) statistical errors; (b) systematic errors. The acronyms in the legend correspond to the acronyms of Table 2; TOT represents the root-
square-sum of all errors.
In this scale the kernels A0
HI and A0
II are directly comparable
since it considers that the humidity variations are by more
than one order of magnitude larger than the isotopologue ra-
tio variations. We observe that the cross-dependence of δD
on humidity and the remote sensing system’s sensitivity of
δD are of a similar magnitude, meaning that the error intro-
duced by this retrieval artifact.
Ifweknewtherealatmospherichumidityproﬁle,wecould
a posteriori correct the cross-dependence. Alternatively, we
can correct it approximatively by using the retrieved humid-
ity instead of the real humidity. This is a valid operation since
the retrieved humidity is not signiﬁcantly affected by the iso-
topologue ratio (see the A0
IH kernel, represented in the upper
right graph of panel (b)). This operation is equivalent to a
two-step retrieval: in a ﬁrst retrieval we estimatethe humidity
proﬁle and in a second retrieval we estimate the isotopologue
ratio whereby we ﬁx the humidity to the values obtained by
the ﬁrst retrieval step.
Both operations, i.e. the adaption of the vertical resolu-
tion and sensitivity of the humidity proﬁle and the correc-
tion of the cross-dependence, can be undertaken by a pos-
teriori applying a matrix C to the retrieved variation of the
{(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2, ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state vector:
C =

A0
II 0
−A0
HI I

. (14)
The effect of this a posteriori operation can be visualised by
contemplating the modiﬁed averaging kernel:
A00 = CA0
=

A0
II 0
−A0
HI I

A0
HH A0
IH
A0
HI A0
II

=

A0
IIA0
HH A0
IIA0
IH
−A0
HIA0
HH +A0
HI −A0
HIA0
IH +A0
II

=

A00
HH A00
IH
A00
HI A00
II

. (15)
This kernel A00 is shown in panel (c) of Fig. 3. We observe
ﬁrst, that the retrieved humidity and isotopologue ratio are
now sensitive to the same atmospheric air mass (compare
upper left and lower right graph), and second, that the cross-
dependence of retrieved δD on atmospheric humidity varia-
tions is signiﬁcantly reduced (see lower left graph).
4.2.1 Sensitivity, vertical resolution, and
cross-dependence on humidity
The A00
HH and A00
II kernels as depicted in panel (c) of Fig. 3 re-
veal that we can distinguish the lower from the middle/upper
tropospheric humidity and isotopologue state. According to
Eqs. (8) and (9), we can use A00
HH and A00
II as proxies for the
H2O and δD kernel, respectively.
Similarly to Eq. (11), we calculate the H2O and δD
smoothing error covariance matrices (S00
sH and S00
sI, respec-
tively) by
S00
sH = (A00
HH −I)SaH(A00
HH −I)T (16)
and
S00
sI = (A00
II −I)SaI(A00
II −I)T. (17)
The H2O smoothing error (square root values of the diag-
onal elements of S00
sH) signiﬁcantly increases after applying
the a posteriori operator C (compare black dotted line with
black solid line in the upper panel of Fig. 4), since the ver-
tical resolution of the humidity product has been reduced to
the poorer resolution of the isotopologue ratio product. The
total column smoothing error of H2O increases from 0.1%
to 2.5% (compare Tables 3 and 4).
TheblacklineinthebottompanelofFig.4presentstheδD
smoothing error (square root values of the diagonal elements
of S00
sI). The a priori uncertainty, i.e. the natural variability, of
tropospheric δD is depicted as a thick blue dashed line. Up
to an altitude of 8km, the FTIR measurement signiﬁcantly
reduces the a priori δD uncertainty. The red lines in this panel
represent the error due to the cross-dependence of retrieved
δD on real atmospheric humidity variations, i.e. the square
root values of the error covariance matrix S00
cI:
S00
cI = A00
HISaHA00T
HI . (18)
The red solid and dotted lines visualise this error before and
after applying the a posteriori operator C of Eq. (14). With
the a posteriori correction, this error is about 2‰ in the
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Table 4. Same as Table 3 but after applying the a posteriori operator
of Eq. (14).
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 0.6% –
BAS 0.2% 0.2%
ILS < 0.1% < 0.1%
TEM 0.1% < 0.1%
LOS 0.2% < 0.1%
SOL < 0.1% < 0.1%
SPE – 1.1%
Total (TOT) 0.7% 1.2%
Smoothing error 2.5% –
lower troposphere and 8‰ in the middle/upper troposphere,
respectively (see red dashed line). This is a signiﬁcant reduc-
tion if compared to the uncorrected state (not applying the a
posteriori operator C), where the respective error can reach
20‰ (see red solid line).
4.2.2 Estimation of uncertainties
The errors are calculated similar to Eq. (13) as the square
root of the diagonal of the error covariance matrix S00
e:
S00
e = CPGKpSpKT
pGTPTCT. (19)
This means that we use the errors estimated for the
{(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2}-state as proxies for H2O errors
and the errors estimated for the {ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state
as conservative proxies for δD errors. According to Eqs. (8)
and (9), these approximations are well justiﬁed.
Figure 6 presents the estimated errors (upper panels for
H2O, lower panels for δD). The calculations result from the
uncertainty sources of Table 2. Measurement noise as well
as uncertainties in the tropospheric temperature structure and
the baseline dominate the random error of H2O and δD. The
systematic errors are clearly controlled by uncertainties in
the spectroscopic line parameters, which can give rise to a
δD error of 100–200‰. The respective column integrated
errors are listed in Tables 4 and 5.
The Figs. 5 and 6 depict the error proﬁles for the typical
measurement of Fig. 2. However, it is important to remark
that the structure of these error proﬁles varies for different
measurement situations according to the respective sensitiv-
ityoftheremotesensingsystem.Inordertodemonstratethis,
we examine the behavior of an error caused by a systematic
uncertainty of the spectroscopic line parameters. For the typ-
ical measurement of Fig. 2 and for the a posteriori corrected
dataset, this error has a minimum at 4km (see panel (b) of
Fig. 6), which is actually due to the fact the error typically
changes its sign at this altitude (for our uncertainty assump-
tions, it is negative below and positive above 4km). In Fig. 7
we depict the error at 4km for the about 2150 observations
made at Iza˜ na since 1999. We observe that this error – caused
Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for δD and with smoothing error as
well as error due to cross-dependence on humidity.
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 1.4‰ –
BAS 5.9‰ 5.9‰
ILS < 0.1‰ < 0.1‰
TEM 3.2‰ 1.2‰
LOS < 0.1‰ < 0.1‰
SOL < 0.1‰ < 0.1‰
SPE – 22.4‰
Total (TOT) 6.9‰ 23.3‰
Cross-dep. on hum. 0.3‰ –
Smoothing error 2.0‰ –
by a systematic line parameter uncertainty – is not constant,
instead it depends on the vertical structure that can be ob-
served by the remote sensing system. As a measure for this
structure, we use the ratio between the DOFS values for the
lower and the middle/upper troposphere (DOFS below and
above 4km). If this ratio is larger than unity, i.e. if the ob-
serving system is more sensitive with respect to the lower
than to the middle/upper troposphere, the zero-crossing of
the error is below 4km and the error at 4km is positive, and
vice versa (if the ratio is smaller than unity, the zero-crossing
is above 4km and the error at 4km is negative).
4.2.3 A posteriori processing
The remote sensing technique retrieves the tropospheric
{ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state, from which we calculate the tro-
pospheric H2O and δD values. As explained in the previous
sections, these H2O and δD data can be well characterised
in the {(ln[H2O]+ln[H2O])/2,ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-basis.
In this basis we can also perform the a posteriori correc-
tionoftheoriginallyretrieved{ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state(ˆ x).
The corrected {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state (ˆ x∗) is obtained by
a simple matrix multiplication applying the matrices P and C
of Eqs. (6) and (14):
ˆ x∗ = P−1CP(ˆ x −xa)+xa. (20)
Subsequently, we calculate the corrected tropospheric H2O
and δD values from the corrected {ln[H2O],ln[HDO]}-state
(ˆ x∗).
This a posteriori correction assures that the H2O and δD
products represent the same atmospheric air mass, which is
essential in order to correctly exploit the added value of the
δD observations. Furthermore, it guarantees that the cross-
dependence of retrieved δD on atmospheric humidity vari-
ations is minimised. This cross-dependence might lead to
an erroneous correlation between H2O and δD. However,
it is mainly this correlation that provides the added sci-
entiﬁc value. If the correlation between the retrieved H2O
and δD product were mainly due to the cross-dependence
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for H2O (top panels) as well as δD (bottom panels) and after applying the a posteriori operator of Eq. (14).
Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for δD and with smoothing as well as
cross-state error (cross-dependence on humidity).
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 1.4‰ –
BAS 5.9‰ 5.9‰
ILS <0.1‰ <0.1‰
TEM 3.2‰ 1.2‰
LOS <0.1‰ <0.1‰
SOL <0.1‰ <0.1‰
SPE – 22.4‰
Total (TOT) 6.9‰ 23.3‰
Cross-dep. on hum. 0.3‰ –
Smoothing error 2.0‰ –
4.2.2 Estimation of uncertainties
The errors are calculated similar to Eq. (13) as the square
root of the diagonal of the error covariance matrix S00
e:
S00
e = CPGKpSpKp
TGTPTCT (19)
This means that we use the errors estimated for the
{(ln[H2O] + ln[HDO])/2}-state as proxies for H2O errors
and the errors estimated for the {ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state
as conservative proxies for δD errors. According to Eqs. (8)
and (9), these approximations are well justiﬁed.
Figure 6 presents the estimated errors (upper panels for
H2O, lower panels for δD). The calculations result from the
uncertainty sources of Table 2. Measurement noise as well
as uncertainties in the tropospheric temperature structure and
the baseline dominate the random error of H2O and δD. The
systematicerrorsareclearlycontrolledbyuncertaintiesinthe
spectroscopic line parameters, which can give rise to a δD
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Fig. 7. Error response at 4km of a systematic spectroscopic line pa-
rameter uncertainty to the vertical sensitivity of the remote sensing
system at Iza˜ na (expressed by the ratio between the DOFS values
for the lower and the middle/upper troposphere). Top panel: H2O;
Bottom panel: δD.
error of 100-200‰. The respective column integrated errors
are listed in Tables 4 and 5.
The Figs. 5 and 6 depict the error proﬁles for the typical
measurement of Fig. 2. However, it is important to remark
that the structure of these error proﬁles varies for different
measurement situations according to the respective sensitiv-
ity of the remote sensing system. In order to demonstrate
this, we examine the behavior of an error caused by a sys-
tematic uncertainty of the spectroscopic line parameters. For
the typical measurement of Fig. 2 and for the a posteriori cor-
rected dataset, this error has a minimum at 4km (see panel
b of Fig. 6), which is actually due to the fact the error typi-
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for H2O (top panels) as well as δD (bottom panels) and after applying the a posteriori operator of Eq. (14).
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for H2O (top panels) as well as δD (bottom panels) and after applying the a posteriori operator of Eq. (14).
Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for δD and with smoothing as well as
cross-state error (cross-dependence on humidity).
Error (acronym) Statistical Systematic
NOI 1.4‰ –
BAS 5.9‰ 5.9‰
ILS <0.1‰ <0.1‰
TEM 3.2‰ 1.2‰
LOS <0.1‰ <0.1‰
SOL <0.1‰ <0.1‰
SPE – 22.4‰
Total (TOT) 6.9‰ 23.3‰
Cross-dep. on hum. 0.3‰ –
Smoothing error 2.0‰ –
4.2.2 Estimation of uncertainties
The errors are calculated similar to Eq. (13) as the square
root of the diagonal of the error covariance matrix S00
e:
S00
e = CPGKpSpKp
TGTPTCT (19)
This means that we use the errors estimated for the
{(ln[H2O] + ln[HDO])/2}-state as proxies for H2O errors
and the errors estimated for the {ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-state
as conservative proxies for δD errors. According to Eqs. (8)
and (9), these approximations are well justiﬁed.
Figure 6 presents the estimated errors (upper panels for
H2O, lower panels for δD). The calculations result from the
uncertainty sources of Table 2. Measurement noise as well
as uncertainties in the tropospheric temperature structure and
the baseline dominate the random error of H2O and δD. The
systematicerrorsareclearlycontrolledbyuncertaintiesinthe
spectroscopic line parameters, which can give rise to a δD
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Fig. 7. Error response at 4km of a systematic spectroscopic line pa-
rameter uncertainty to the vertical sensitivity of the remote sensing
system at Iza˜ na (expressed by the ratio between the DOFS values
for the lower and the middle/upper troposphere). Top panel: H2O;
Bottom panel: δD.
error of 100-200‰. The respective column integrated errors
are listed in Tables 4 and 5.
The Figs. 5 and 6 depict the error proﬁles for the typical
measurement of Fig. 2. However, it is important to remark
that the structure of these error proﬁles varies for different
measurement situations according to the respective sensitiv-
ity of the remote sensing system. In order to demonstrate
this, we examine the behavior of an error caused by a sys-
tematic uncertainty of the spectroscopic line parameters. For
the typical measurement of Fig. 2 and for the a posteriori cor-
rected dataset, this error has a minimum at 4km (see panel
b of Fig. 6), which is actually due to the fact the error typi-
Fig. 7. Error response at 4km of a systematic spectroscopic
line parameter uncertainty to the vertical sensitivity of the re-
mote sensing system at Iza˜ na (expressed by the ratio between the
DOFS values for the lower and the middle/upper troposphere). Top
panel: H2O; bottom panel: δD.
of retrieved δD on humidity and not representative for the
actual atmospheric correlation between H2O and δD, the ob-
servational isotopologue data would not provide signiﬁcant
additional information about the atmospheric water vapour
state. Then both the retrieved H2O and δD would mainly re-
ﬂect atmospheric H2O variability.
4.3 Summary for the whole network
The sensitivity, vertical resolution, and errors as estimated
in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 for a typical Iza˜ na measurement are
well representative of the whole network. In order to demon-
strate this, we present statistics of the sensitivity, vertical res-
olution, and estimated errors for all the ten stations. These
Table 6. Statistics of the DOFS and the current data record for the
ten ground-based MUSICA sites.
Site DOFS for H2O, Sect. 4.1 Number First
(for isotopologues, Sect. 4.2) of obs. year
EU 2.7 (1.6) 1555 2006
NA 2.5 (1.6) 278 2005
KI 2.5 (1.5) 1526 1996
BR 2.4 (1.2) 411 2004
KA 2.5 (1.6) 925 2010
JJ 2.8 (1.7) 1924 1996
IZ 2.9 (1.7) 2147 1999
WO 2.5 (1.2) 3084 2007
LA 2.6 (1.2) 1999 1997
AH 2.7 (1.5) 285 2002
statistics are obtained from the individual characterisation of
all available ground-based MUSICA observations. Table 6
gives a brief overview of the considered data volume. The ta-
ble also summarizes the mean DOFS values obtained at the
different stations.
Concerning the retrieved H2O proﬁles, the mean DOFS
is above 2.4 for all stations and very close to 3 for the
high-altitudestationsJungfraujochandIza˜ na.Figure8shows
mean H2O proﬁle errors. It is a summary for the whole net-
work of the detailed estimation presented in Sect. 4.1 for a
typical Iza˜ na measurement. The left plot of panel (a) shows
that the estimated mean smoothing error is, at all stations
and up to an altitude of 7km, smaller than 50%. This is
a signiﬁcant reduction of the a priori uncertainty, which is
as large as 100%. It documents the good sensitivity of the
remote sensing systems within this altitude range. For the
high-altitude stations Jungfraujoch and Iza˜ na, the smoothing
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for H2O (top plots) as well as δD (bottom plots) and after applying the a posteriori operator of Eq. (14).
quite similar for the different stations. The error due to the
cross-dependence of δD on humidity is below 15‰ for all
stations and at all levels. This value is acceptable but it is im-
portant to remark that it can only be achieved by the a poste-
riori processing as suggested by Eq. (20). Not correcting the
cross-dependence would cause errors of about 35‰.
The mean errors of the total column-integrated data are
very similar for all stations and very close to the values listed
in Table 3, 4, and 5.
5 The network-wide data consistency
The solar absorption mid-infrared spectra recorded by the
NDACC-FTIR instruments at high spectral resolution con-
tain absorption signatures of many different atmospheric
species. The amounts retrieved for long-lived and thus glob-
ally well-mixed species can be used to examine the network-
wide consistency of the data produced within the FTIR net-
work.
Atmospheric CO2 is a long-lived trace gas with useful
absorption signatures in the middle infrared. However, we
have to consider the seasonal cycles and latitudinal gradients
of CO2 (atmospheric CO2 sources and sinks vary with sea-
son and the anthropogenic sources are mainly in the north-
ern hemisphere). De-seasonalising can remove the site de-
pendent seasonal cycles but not the latitudinal gradients.
The largest differences in the de-seasonalised near-surface
CO2 concentrations occur between the 30◦N-60◦N and the
60◦S-90◦S belt (5-6ppmv, e.g., Fig. 3.4a of the WDCGG-
GAW 2012 summary, http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg/
products/summary/sum36/sum36.pdf). Concerning column-
averaged CO2 (XCO2) the latitudinal gradients are smaller.
Reuter et al. (2012) report differences in de-seasonalised an-
nual means obtained at northern and southern hemispheric
TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing Network) stations
of about 2-3ppmv (see their Fig. 4). The smaller latitudinal
gradients in XCO2, if compared to near-surface CO2, might
be explained as follows: ﬁrst, the northern hemispheric CO2
net emission (anthropogenic sources) as well as the southern
hemispheric CO2 net absorption (by the oceans) affects near-
surface CO2 stronger than free tropospheric CO2 and XCO2.
Second, the CO2 transport between the hemispheres occurs
mainly in the free troposphere, i.e., anthropogenic CO2 emit-
ted in the northern hemisphere arrives ﬁrst to the southern
Fig. 8. Mean H2O proﬁle errors as estimated for the ten stations participating in MUSICA. (a) statistical errors, from the left to the right
for smoothing, cross-dependence, and due to the uncertainty assumptions of Table 2. (b) systematic errors for the parameter uncertainty
assumptions of Table 2. The blue dashed line indicates the natural variability.
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for H2O (top plots) as well as δD (bottom plots) and after applying the a posteriori operator of Eq. (14).
quite similar for the different stations. The error due to the
cross-dependence of δD on humidity is below 15‰ for all
stations and at all levels. This value is acceptable but it is im-
portant to remark that it can only be achieved by the a poste-
riori processing as suggested by Eq. (20). Not correcting the
cross-dependence would cause errors of about 35‰.
The mean errors of the total column-integrated data are
very similar for all stations and very close to the values listed
in Table 3, 4, and 5.
5 The network-wide data consistency
The solar absorption mid-infrared spectra recorded by the
NDACC-FTIR instruments at high spectral resolution con-
tain absorption signatures of many different atmospheric
species. The amounts retrieved for long-lived and thus glob-
ally well-mixed species can be used to examine the network-
wide consistency of the data produced within the FTIR net-
work.
Atmospheric CO2 is a long-lived trace gas with useful
absorption signatures in the middle infrared. However, we
have to consider the seasonal cycles and latitudinal gradients
of CO2 (atmospheric CO2 sources and sinks vary with sea-
son and the anthropogenic sources are mainly in the north-
ern hemisphere). De-seasonalising can remove the site de-
pendent seasonal cycles but not the latitudinal gradients.
The largest differences in the de-seasonalised near-surface
CO2 concentrations occur between the 30◦N-60◦N and the
60◦S-90◦S belt (5-6ppmv, e.g., Fig. 3.4a of the WDCGG-
GAW 2012 summary, http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg/
products/summary/sum36/sum36.pdf). Concerning column-
averaged CO2 (XCO2) the latitudinal gradients are smaller.
Reuter et al. (2012) report differences in de-seasonalised an-
nual means obtained at northern and southern hemispheric
TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing Network) stations
of about 2-3ppmv (see their Fig. 4). The smaller latitudinal
gradients in XCO2, if compared to near-surface CO2, might
be explained as follows: ﬁrst, the northern hemispheric CO2
net emission (anthropogenic sources) as well as the southern
hemispheric CO2 net absorption (by the oceans) affects near-
surface CO2 stronger than free tropospheric CO2 and XCO2.
Second, the CO2 transport between the hemispheres occurs
mainly in the free troposphere, i.e., anthropogenic CO2 emit-
ted in the northern hemisphere arrives ﬁrst to the southern
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for H2O (top plots) as well as δD (bottom plots) and after applying the a posteriori operator of Eq. (14).
error is smaller than 50%, even up to 10km. Compared to
this good sensitivity, the error due to cross-dependence on
atmospheric δD variations can be neglected (central plot of
panel (a)). The right plot of panel (a) depicts the mean total
errors as estimated for the statistical uncertainty sources of
Table 2. This error is smaller than 10% for all stations and
throughout the troposphere. Panel (b) shows the mean total
error estimations for the systematic uncertainty sources of
Table 2. As documented in panel (b) of Fig. 5, this total error
is dominated by an uncertainty in the applied spectroscopic
line parameters.
The mean DOFS obtained for the retrieval of the isotopo-
logue state (consistent H2O and δD proﬁles) ranges between
1.2 for humid low-altitude sites and 1.7 for high-altitude sites
(see values in brackets of Table 6). The mean errors are de-
picted in Fig. 9. This ﬁgure is a summary for the whole net-
work of the detailed estimation presented in Sect. 4.2 for a
typical Iza˜ na measurement. We observe that the errors are
quite similar for the different stations. The error due to the
cross-dependence of δD on humidity is below 15‰ for all
stations and at all levels. This value is acceptable but it is im-
portant to remark that it can only be achieved by the a poste-
riori processing as suggested by Eq. (20). Not correcting the
cross-dependence would cause errors of about 35‰.
The mean errors of the total column-integrated data are
very similar for all stations and very close to the values listed
in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
5 The network-wide data consistency
The solar absorption mid-infrared spectra recorded by the
NDACC-FTIR instruments at high spectral resolution con-
tain absorption signatures of many different atmospheric
species. The amounts retrieved for long-lived and thus glob-
ally well-mixed species can be used to examine the network-
wide consistency of the data produced within the FTIR net-
work.
Atmospheric CO2 is a long-lived trace gas with useful ab-
sorption signatures in the middle infrared. However, we have
to consider the seasonal cycles and latitudinal gradients of
CO2 (atmospheric CO2 sources and sinks vary with season,
and the anthropogenic sources are mainly in the Northern
Hemisphere).Deseasonalisingcanremovethesitedependent
seasonal cycles but not the latitudinal gradients. The largest
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Fig. 10. Time series of XCO2 data obtained from the mid-infrared
spectra recorded at Iza˜ na (black circles) and Karlsruhe (blue cir-
cles). For comparison the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) Iza˜ na
surface in-situ CO2 observations are shown (red squares).
hemispheric free troposphere and is then transported down-
ward through vertical mixing. Thus, inter-hemispheric trans-
port affects XCO2 more directly than near-surface CO2.
Consequently and taking into account the 6‰difference
between the southern and northern hemisphere we can use
de-seasonalised annual mean XCO2 as a reference for docu-
menting the network-wide data consistency.
5.1 Column-averaged CO2 (XCO2) retrievals in the mid-
infrared
For MUSICA we perform a XCO2 retrieval using the same
spectra that are used for the water isotopologue retrieval.
Therefore, we use four spectral CO2 windows between 2620
and 2630cm−1 (Kohlhepp, 2007). Figure 10 shows an ex-
ample of our MUSICA XCO2 time series for Iza˜ na and
Karlsruhe. For comparison, we also depict the Iza˜ na GAW
(Global Atmospheric Watch) nighttime surface in-situ data.
At the subtropical mountain observatory of Iza˜ na, these
GAW surface data are well representative for the tropo-
spheric column-averaged amounts (Sep´ ulveda et al., 2012).
We observe that the mid-infrared XCO2 data obtained at
Iza˜ na and Karlsruhe are very consistent and that their an-
nual cycles and long-term trends are very similar to the ones
observed in the GAW data. This documents the excellent
quality of the mid-infrared MUSICA XCO2 data.
5.2 Agreement between all MUSICA stations
Figure 11 depicts the time series of deseasonalised annual
mean mid-infrared XCO2 for the ten MUSICA stations. Be-
tween 1996 and 2012, the 1σ scatter of the deseasonalised
annual mean measured at the different stations for the same
year is on average 3.3‰ thereby documenting the excel-
lent network-wide data consistency. Please note that we can
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Fig. 11. Deseasonalised annual mean MUSICA XCO2 product
as retrieved at the ten NDACC stations of Fig. 1. The typical 1σ
scatter between stations is the typical standard deviation of the de-
seasonalised annual mean measured at the different stations for the
same year.
even observe the aforementioned small latitudinal gradient in
XCO2: the southern hemispheric sites (Wollongong, Lauder,
and Arrival Heights) tend to detect a few per mill less XCO2
than the northern hemispheric sites.
Figure 11 is a proof of the excellent work by the many
different technicians, PhD students, post-docs, and scientists
from the different research groups that have been involved in
the NDACC-FTIR activities during the last two decades.
Furthermore and assuming that a signiﬁcant part of the re-
maining inconsistency is due to an uncertainty in the ILS
(probably not all FTIR spectrometer are optimally aligned)
this consistency estimation tends to be conservative for H2O.
The reason is that the upper tropospheric and stratospheric
concentrations of the reference absorber CO2 can not be
neglected and consequently the retrieved XCO2 is more
strongly affected by an ILS uncertainty than the retrieved tro-
pospheric H2O.
6 A tropospheric water vapour isotopologue climatol-
ogy
The main focus of this paper is to give a better insight into the
complexity of the water vapour isotopologue remote sensing
data. This has been extensively addressed in the previous
sections. In this section, we present the ﬁrst ground-based
MUSICA water vapour isotopologue climatology and com-
pare it to simulations of an isotope-incorporated AGCM. Al-
though a detailed scientiﬁc discussion would be outside the
scope of this paper, we think that it is very useful to show a
practical example of applying this unique long-term dataset
for atmospheric water cycle research.
We dedicate special care to correctly present the uncer-
tainty levels of the observational reference data. It is im-
portant to recall that remote sensing of scientiﬁcally useful
isotopologue data is very difﬁcult and the errors have com-
plex characteristics. Consequently the careful error treat-
Fig. 10. Time series of XCO2 data obtained from the mid-infrared
spectra recorded at Iza˜ na (black circles) and Karlsruhe (blue cir-
cles). For comparison, the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) Iza˜ na
surface in-situ CO2 observations are shown (red squares).
differences in the deseasonalised near-surface CO2 concen-
trations occur between the 30◦ N–60◦ N and the 60◦ S–90◦ S
belt (5–6ppmv, e.g. Fig. 3.4a of the WDCGG-GAW 2012
summary, http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg/pub/products/
summary/sum36/sum36contents.html). Concerning column-
averaged CO2 (XCO2) the latitudinal gradients are smaller.
Reuter et al. (2012) report differences in deseasonalised an-
nual means obtained at northern and southern hemispheric
TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing Network) stations
of about 2–3ppmv (see their Fig. 4). The smaller latitudinal
gradients in XCO2, if compared to near-surface CO2, might
be explained as follows: ﬁrst, the northern hemispheric CO2
net emission (anthropogenic sources) as well as the southern
hemispheric CO2 net absorption (by the oceans) affects near-
surface CO2 stronger than free tropospheric CO2 and XCO2.
Second, the CO2 transport between the hemispheres occurs
mainly in the free troposphere, i.e. anthropogenic CO2 emit-
ted in the Northern Hemisphere arrives ﬁrst to the southern
hemispheric free troposphere and is then transported down-
ward through vertical mixing. Thus, inter-hemispheric trans-
port affects XCO2 more directly than near-surface CO2.
Consequently and taking into account the 6‰difference
between the Southern and Northern Hemisphere, we can use
deseasonalised annual mean XCO2 as a reference for docu-
menting the network-wide data consistency.
5.1 Column-averaged CO2 (XCO2) retrievals in the
mid-infrared
For MUSICA we perform a XCO2 retrieval using the same
spectra that are used for the water isotopologue retrieval.
Therefore, we use four spectral CO2 windows between 2620
and 2630cm−1 (Kohlhepp, 2007). Figure 10 shows an ex-
ample of our MUSICA XCO2 time series for Iza˜ na and
Karlsruhe. For comparison, we also depict the Iza˜ na GAW
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Fig. 10. Time series of XCO2 data obtained from the mid-infrared
spectra recorded at Iza˜ na (black circles) and Karlsruhe (blue cir-
cles). For comparison the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) Iza˜ na
surface in-situ CO2 observations are shown (red squares).
hemispheric free troposphere and is then transported down-
ward through vertical mixing. Thus, inter-hemispheric trans-
port affects XCO2 more directly than near-surface CO2.
Consequently and taking into account the 6‰difference
between the southern and northern hemisphere we can use
de-seasonalised annual mean XCO2 as a reference for docu-
menting the network-wide data consistency.
5.1 Column-averaged CO2 (XCO2) retrievals in the mid-
infrared
For MUSICA we perform a XCO2 retrieval using the same
spectra that are used for the water isotopologue retrieval.
Therefore, we use four spectral CO2 windows between 2620
and 2630cm−1 (Kohlhepp, 2007). Figure 10 shows an ex-
ample of our MUSICA XCO2 time series for Iza˜ na and
Karlsruhe. For comparison, we also depict the Iza˜ na GAW
(Global Atmospheric Watch) nighttime surface in-situ data.
At the subtropical mountain observatory of Iza˜ na, these
GAW surface data are well representative for the tropo-
spheric column-averaged amounts (Sep´ ulveda et al., 2012).
We observe that the mid-infrared XCO2 data obtained at
Iza˜ na and Karlsruhe are very consistent and that their an-
nual cycles and long-term trends are very similar to the ones
observed in the GAW data. This documents the excellent
quality of the mid-infrared MUSICA XCO2 data.
5.2 Agreement between all MUSICA stations
Figure 11 depicts the time series of deseasonalised annual
mean mid-infrared XCO2 for the ten MUSICA stations. Be-
tween 1996 and 2012, the 1σ scatter of the deseasonalised
annual mean measured at the different stations for the same
year is on average 3.3‰ thereby documenting the excel-
lent network-wide data consistency. Please note that we can
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Fig. 11. Deseasonalised annual mean MUSICA XCO2 product
as retrieved at the ten NDACC stations of Fig. 1. The typical 1σ
scatter between stations is the typical standard deviation of the de-
seasonalised annual mean measured at the different stations for the
same year.
even observe the aforementioned small latitudinal gradient in
XCO2: the southern hemispheric sites (Wollongong, Lauder,
and Arrival Heights) tend to detect a few per mill less XCO2
than the northern hemispheric sites.
Figure 11 is a proof of the excellent work by the many
different technicians, PhD students, post-docs, and scientists
from the different research groups that have been involved in
the NDACC-FTIR activities during the last two decades.
Furthermore and assuming that a signiﬁcant part of the re-
maining inconsistency is due to an uncertainty in the ILS
(probably not all FTIR spectrometer are optimally aligned)
this consistency estimation tends to be conservative for H2O.
The reason is that the upper tropospheric and stratospheric
concentrations of the reference absorber CO2 can not be
neglected and consequently the retrieved XCO2 is more
strongly affected by an ILS uncertainty than the retrieved tro-
pospheric H2O.
6 A tropospheric water vapour isotopologue climatol-
ogy
The main focus of this paper is to give a better insight into the
complexity of the water vapour isotopologue remote sensing
data. This has been extensively addressed in the previous
sections. In this section, we present the ﬁrst ground-based
MUSICA water vapour isotopologue climatology and com-
pare it to simulations of an isotope-incorporated AGCM. Al-
though a detailed scientiﬁc discussion would be outside the
scope of this paper, we think that it is very useful to show a
practical example of applying this unique long-term dataset
for atmospheric water cycle research.
We dedicate special care to correctly present the uncer-
tainty levels of the observational reference data. It is im-
portant to recall that remote sensing of scientiﬁcally useful
isotopologue data is very difﬁcult and the errors have com-
plex characteristics. Consequently the careful error treat-
Fig. 11. Deseasonalised annual mean MUSICA XCO2 product as
retrieved at the ten NDACC stations of Fig. 1. The typical 1σ scatter
between stations is the typical standard deviation of the deseason-
alised annual mean measured at the different stations for the same
year.
(Global Atmospheric Watch) nighttime surface in-situ data.
At the subtropical mountain observatory of Iza˜ na, these
GAW surface data are well representative for the tropo-
spheric column-averaged amounts (Sep´ ulveda et al., 2012).
We observe that the mid-infrared XCO2 data obtained at
Iza˜ na and Karlsruhe are very consistent and that their annual
cycles and long-term trends are very similar to the ones ob-
served in the GAW data. This documents the excellent qual-
ity of the mid-infrared MUSICA XCO2 data.
5.2 Agreement between all MUSICA stations
Figure 11 depicts the time series of deseasonalised annual
mean mid-infrared XCO2 for the ten MUSICA stations. Be-
tween 1996 and 2012, the 1σ scatter of the deseasonalised
annual mean measured at the different stations for the same
year is on average 3.3‰, thereby documenting the excel-
lent network-wide data consistency. Please note that we can
even observe the aforementioned small latitudinal gradient in
XCO2: the southern hemispheric sites (Wollongong, Lauder,
and Arrival Heights) tend to detect a few per mill less XCO2
than the northern hemispheric sites.
Figure 11 is a proof of the excellent work by the many
different technicians, PhD students, post-docs, and scientists
from the different research groups that have been involved in
the NDACC-FTIR activities during the last two decades.
Furthermore and assuming that a signiﬁcant part of the
remaining inconsistency is due to an uncertainty in the ILS
(probably not all FTIR spectrometer are optimally aligned),
this consistency estimation tends to be conservative for H2O.
The reason is that the upper tropospheric and stratospheric
concentrations of the reference absorber CO2 cannot be
neglected and consequently the retrieved XCO2 is more
strongly affected by an ILS uncertainty than the retrieved
tropospheric H2O.
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Fig. 12. Time series of column integrated H2O (left panel) and δD (right panel) as currently available at the ten ground-based remote sensing
sites that participate in MUSICA.
ment as performed in the ﬁrst part of this paper is indispens-
able for correctly interpreting the model-measurement differ-
ences (we use here the a posteriori corrected data according
to Eq. 20). We focus on large-scale processes and examine
annual and monthly climatologies.
6.1 Available observational data
Figure 12 gives an overview of the currently available MU-
SICA ground-based remote sensing data. In total, the dataset
consists of almost 15000 individual observations (see also
brief statistics of Table 6). At some stations (e.g., Wollon-
gong or Karlsruhe) observations are made during the entire
day if the weather conditions are ﬁne, leading to a high num-
ber of observations. For the polar sites, there are no winter
observations, since the FTIR technique needs the solar light
beam, which is not available during polar night.
The whole dataset will be made available to the scientiﬁc
community via an ftp server in HDF format in the following
months.
6.2 The model IsoGSM
IsoGSM is an isotope incorporated AGCM based on an up-
to-date version of the Scripps Experimental Climate Pre-
diction Centre’s Global Spectral Model (ECPC’s GSM;
Kanamitsu et al., 2002). IsoGSM can be nudged towards
NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) re-
analysis large scale horizontal wind and temperature ﬁelds
(Yoshimura and Kanamitsu, 2008). This is important when
comparing the model to measurements, since tropospheric
water vapour and its isotopic composition vary strongly with
the actual synoptic situation. The nudging technique adjusts
the model dynamics to the actual short-term synoptic-scale
situation and allows an adequate simulation of day-to-day as
well as inter-annual variabilities. Please note that water va-
por is not nudged, i.e., the model retains its own hydrological
cycle. The horizontal resolution of the model is T62 (about
200km) and the vertical resolution is 28 sigma-level layers.
The output is an 17 pressure-level grid points, i.e., 1000, 925,
850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30,
20, and 10hPa. For more details please refer to Yoshimura
et al. (2008). The model data are available on a global scale
since 1979 with a temporal resolution of 6h.
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Fig. 12. Time series of column integrated H2O (left panel) and δD (right panel) as currently available at the ten ground-based remote sensing
sites that participate in MUSICA.
ment as performed in the ﬁrst part of this paper is indispens-
able for correctly interpreting the model-measurement differ-
ences (we use here the a posteriori corrected data according
to Eq. 20). We focus on large-scale processes and examine
annual and monthly climatologies.
6.1 Available observational data
Figure 12 gives an overview of the currently available MU-
SICA ground-based remote sensing data. In total, the dataset
consists of almost 15000 individual observations (see also
brief statistics of Table 6). At some stations (e.g., Wollon-
gong or Karlsruhe) observations are made during the entire
day if the weather conditions are ﬁne, leading to a high num-
ber of observations. For the polar sites, there are no winter
observations, since the FTIR technique needs the solar light
beam, which is not available during polar night.
The whole dataset will be made available to the scientiﬁc
community via an ftp server in HDF format in the following
months.
6.2 The model IsoGSM
IsoGSM is an isotope incorporated AGCM based on an up-
to-date version of the Scripps Experimental Climate Pre-
diction Centre’s Global Spectral Model (ECPC’s GSM;
Kanamitsu et al., 2002). IsoGSM can be nudged towards
NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) re-
analysis large scale horizontal wind and temperature ﬁelds
(Yoshimura and Kanamitsu, 2008). This is important when
comparing the model to measurements, since tropospheric
water vapour and its isotopic composition vary strongly with
the actual synoptic situation. The nudging technique adjusts
the model dynamics to the actual short-term synoptic-scale
situation and allows an adequate simulation of day-to-day as
well as inter-annual variabilities. Please note that water va-
por is not nudged, i.e., the model retains its own hydrological
cycle. The horizontal resolution of the model is T62 (about
200km) and the vertical resolution is 28 sigma-level layers.
The output is an 17 pressure-level grid points, i.e., 1000, 925,
850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30,
20, and 10hPa. For more details please refer to Yoshimura
et al. (2008). The model data are available on a global scale
since 1979 with a temporal resolution of 6h.
Fig. 12. Time series of column integrated H2O (left panel) and δD (right panel) as currently available at the ten ground-based remote sensing
sites that participate in MUSICA.
6 A tropospheric water vapour isotopologue
climatology
The main focus of this paper is to give a better insight into the
complexity of the water vapour isotopologue remote sensing
data. This hasbeen extensively addressed in the previous sec-
tions. In this section, we present the ﬁrst ground-based MU-
SICA water vapour isotopologue climatology and compare it
to simulations of an isotope-incorporated AGCM. Although
a detailed scientiﬁc discussion would be outside the scope
of this paper, we think that it is very useful to show a prac-
tical example of applying this unique long-term dataset for
atmospheric water cycle research.
We dedicate special care to correctly present the uncer-
tainty levels of the observational reference data. It is im-
portant to recall that remote sensing of scientiﬁcally useful
isotopologue data is very difﬁcult and the errors have com-
plex characteristics. Consequently, the careful error treat-
ment as performed in the ﬁrst part of this paper is indis-
pensable for correctly interpreting the model–measurement
differences (we use here the a posteriori corrected data ac-
cording to Eq. 20). We focus on large-scale processes and
examine annual and monthly climatologies.
6.1 Available observational data
Figure 12 gives an overview of the currently available MU-
SICA ground-based remote sensing data. In total, the dataset
consists of almost 15000 individual observations (see also
brief statistics of Table 6). At some stations (e.g. Wollongong
or Karlsruhe) observations are made during the entire day if
the weather conditions are ﬁne, leading to a high number of
observations. For the polar sites, there are no winter obser-
vations, since the FTIR technique needs the solar light beam,
which is not available during polar night.
The whole dataset will be made available to the scientiﬁc
community via an FTP server in HDF format in the following
months.
6.2 The model IsoGSM
IsoGSM is an isotope incorporated AGCM based on an up-
to-date version of the Scripps Experimental Climate Pre-
diction Center’s Global Spectral Model (ECPC’s GSM;
Kanamitsu et al., 2002). IsoGSM can be nudged towards
NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) re-
analysis large scale horizontal wind and temperature ﬁelds
(Yoshimura and Kanamitsu, 2008). This is important when
comparing the model to measurements, since tropospheric
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Fig. 13. Multi-year mean of column-integrated data versus lat-
itude. Upper panel: total precipitable water vapour; Bottom
panel: column-integrated δD. Black squares: FTIR data; Red dots:
IsoGSM simulations. The values from high-altitude stations are dis-
tinguished by open symbols.
6.3 Annual climatology
Figure 13 shows the multi-year means of total precipitable
water vapour and column integrated δD for the different sta-
tions. The error bars are the root-square-sum of the 1σ error
of the multi-year mean and the errors are as estimated in the
ﬁrst part of this manuscript. For the low-altitude stations we
observe a clear latitude dependence. Both total water vapour
content as well as δD is lowest at high latitudes and high-
est at low latitudes. At low latitudes, the atmospheric water
mass is close to its dominating source region (the subtrop-
ical/tropical ocean) and atmospheric temperatures are rela-
tively high so that the water has experienced relatively few
condensation events. As a consequence the water vapour
content is high and the HDO depletion remains low (high
δD). During transport to higher latitudes, the temperatures
get lower and the water mass becomes saturated and con-
denses (equilibrium condensation), which consecutively re-
moves water from the vapour phase. Since the heavy water
isotopologues condense preferably, the remaining vapour be-
comes inreasingly more HDO depleted (low δD). Consecu-
tive condensation can also explain the low total vapour con-
tent and column integrated δD at the high-altitude station
(Jungfraujoch and Iza˜ na, marked by open symbols).
In order to assure that the model represents data for the
same airmass as the FTIR system, we smoothed the model
data with the FTIR averaging kernel. We observe a signif-
icant dry bias of the modeled with respect to the measured
total precipitable water vapour of about 25%. This dry bias
is observed at high as well as low latitudes. However, it is
limited to the lower troposphere (Schneider et al., 2010b) and
therefore, it is not observed at the high-altitude stations. On
the other hand and concerning δD, the difference between
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Fig. 14. Plot of multi-year mean column-integrated δD versus
multi-year mean total precipitable water vapour. Station acronyms
are given at each data point. Black squares: FTIR data; Red dots
IsoGSM simulations. The dashed black and red arrows indicate the
typical δD-H2O distribution of the FTIR and IsoGSM data, respec-
tively. The values from high-altitude stations are distinguished by
open symbols.
measurement and simulation is site-dependent. We observe
a positive systematic difference in column-integrated δD
(IsoGSM-FTIR) at high-latitude and high-altitude stations
(the dry stations) and a negative bias at the lower latitude
stations (the humid stations). Taking the FTIR data as the
reference, the model underestimates δD close to the humidity
source region (low altitude/latitude sites) and overestimates
δD far away from the humidity source regions (high alti-
tude/latitude sites). This characteristic of the measurement-
model difference can be well observed in the ”H2O-δD” plot
of Fig. 14.
6.4 Monthly climatology
In this Subsection we examine the typical annual cycle of the
water vapour isotopologues. Panel a of Fig. 15 depicts all
the observations available for Iza˜ na for the 1999-2012 time
period (about 2150 observations). As an example we look
here at column integrated data. The two left plots show the
multi-year annual cycles (all observations made in the differ-
ent years are gathered in one annual plot). We observe that
there is a large day-to-day variability. The annual cycles can
be better visualised by calculating the monthly averages.
The two left graphs of panel b depict the intra-annual vari-
ability of these monthly averages (black solid squares). In
case of H2O (upper plot), it is the monthly average value rel-
ative to the multi-year H2O mean, and in case of δD (lower
plot), it is the monthly δD averages minus the multi-year δD
mean (the multi-year means are presented in Fig. 13). The
error bar for each monthly average data point is the root-
square-sum of the 1σ error of the monthly average and the
errors as estimated in the ﬁrst part of this manuscript. They
are depicted in the plots of panel b but often rather small and
thus hardly visible.
We observe very signiﬁcant annual cycles for both H2O
Fig. 13. Multi-year mean of column-integrated data versus latitude.
Upperpanel:totalprecipitablewatervapour;bottompanel:column-
integrated δD. Black squares: FTIR data; red dots: IsoGSM simu-
lations. The values from high-altitude stations are distinguished by
open symbols.
water vapour and its isotopic composition vary strongly with
the actual synoptic situation. The nudging technique adjusts
the model dynamics to the actual short-term synoptic-scale
situation and allows an adequate simulation of day-to-day
as well as inter-annual variabilities. Please note that water
vapour is not nudged, i.e. the model retains its own hydro-
logical cycle. The horizontal resolution of the model is T62
(about 200km), and the vertical resolution is 28 sigma-level
layers. The output is 17 pressure-level grid points, i.e. 1000,
925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70,
50, 30, 20, and 10hPa. For more details please refer to
(Yoshimura et al., 2008). The model data are available on
a global scale since 1979 with a temporal resolution of 6h.
6.3 Annual climatology
Figure 13 shows the multi-year means of total precipitable
water vapour and column integrated δD for the different sta-
tions. The error bars are the root-square-sum of the 1σ error
of the multi-year mean and the errors are as estimated in the
ﬁrst part of this manuscript. For the low-altitude stations, we
observe a clear latitude dependence. Both total water vapour
content as well as δD is lowest at high latitudes and high-
est at low latitudes. At low latitudes, the atmospheric water
mass is close to its dominating source region (the subtrop-
ical/tropical ocean) and atmospheric temperatures are rela-
tively high so that the water has experienced relatively few
condensation events. As a consequence the water vapour
content is high and the HDO depletion remains low (high
δD). During transport to higher latitudes, the temperatures
get lower and the water mass becomes saturated and con-
denses (equilibrium condensation), which consecutively re-
moves water from the vapour phase. Since the heavy wa-
ter isotopologues condense preferably, the remaining vapour
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Fig. 13. Multi-year mean of column-integrated data versus lat-
itude. Upper panel: total precipitable water vapour; Bottom
panel: column-integrated δD. Black squares: FTIR data; Red dots:
IsoGSM simulations. The values from high-altitude stations are dis-
tinguished by open symbols.
6.3 Annual climatology
Figure 13 shows the multi-year means of total precipitable
water vapour and column integrated δD for the different sta-
tions. The error bars are the root-square-sum of the 1σ error
of the multi-year mean and the errors are as estimated in the
ﬁrst part of this manuscript. For the low-altitude stations we
observe a clear latitude dependence. Both total water vapour
content as well as δD is lowest at high latitudes and high-
est at low latitudes. At low latitudes, the atmospheric water
mass is close to its dominating source region (the subtrop-
ical/tropical ocean) and atmospheric temperatures are rela-
tively high so that the water has experienced relatively few
condensation events. As a consequence the water vapour
content is high and the HDO depletion remains low (high
δD). During transport to higher latitudes, the temperatures
get lower and the water mass becomes saturated and con-
denses (equilibrium condensation), which consecutively re-
moves water from the vapour phase. Since the heavy water
isotopologues condense preferably, the remaining vapour be-
comes inreasingly more HDO depleted (low δD). Consecu-
tive condensation can also explain the low total vapour con-
tent and column integrated δD at the high-altitude station
(Jungfraujoch and Iza˜ na, marked by open symbols).
In order to assure that the model represents data for the
same airmass as the FTIR system, we smoothed the model
data with the FTIR averaging kernel. We observe a signif-
icant dry bias of the modeled with respect to the measured
total precipitable water vapour of about 25%. This dry bias
is observed at high as well as low latitudes. However, it is
limited to the lower troposphere (Schneider et al., 2010b) and
therefore, it is not observed at the high-altitude stations. On
the other hand and concerning δD, the difference between
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Fig. 14. Plot of multi-year mean column-integrated δD versus
multi-year mean total precipitable water vapour. Station acronyms
are given at each data point. Black squares: FTIR data; Red dots
IsoGSM simulations. The dashed black and red arrows indicate the
typical δD-H2O distribution of the FTIR and IsoGSM data, respec-
tively. The values from high-altitude stations are distinguished by
open symbols.
measurement and simulation is site-dependent. We observe
a positive systematic difference in column-integrated δD
(IsoGSM-FTIR) at high-latitude and high-altitude stations
(the dry stations) and a negative bias at the lower latitude
stations (the humid stations). Taking the FTIR data as the
reference, the model underestimates δD close to the humidity
source region (low altitude/latitude sites) and overestimates
δD far away from the humidity source regions (high alti-
tude/latitude sites). This characteristic of the measurement-
model difference can be well observed in the ”H2O-δD” plot
of Fig. 14.
6.4 Monthly climatology
In this Subsection we examine the typical annual cycle of the
water vapour isotopologues. Panel a of Fig. 15 depicts all
the observations available for Iza˜ na for the 1999-2012 time
period (about 2150 observations). As an example we look
here at column integrated data. The two left plots show the
multi-year annual cycles (all observations made in the differ-
ent years are gathered in one annual plot). We observe that
there is a large day-to-day variability. The annual cycles can
be better visualised by calculating the monthly averages.
The two left graphs of panel b depict the intra-annual vari-
ability of these monthly averages (black solid squares). In
case of H2O (upper plot), it is the monthly average value rel-
ative to the multi-year H2O mean, and in case of δD (lower
plot), it is the monthly δD averages minus the multi-year δD
mean (the multi-year means are presented in Fig. 13). The
error bar for each monthly average data point is the root-
square-sum of the 1σ error of the monthly average and the
errors as estimated in the ﬁrst part of this manuscript. They
are depicted in the plots of panel b but often rather small and
thus hardly visible.
We observe very signiﬁcant annual cycles for both H2O
Fig.14.Plotofmulti-yearmeancolumn-integratedδDversusmulti-
year mean total precipitable water vapour. Station acronyms are
givenateachdatapoint.Blacksquares:FTIRdata;reddotsIsoGSM
simulations. The dashed black and red arrows indicate the typical
δD–H2O distribution of the FTIR and IsoGSM data, respectively.
The values from high-altitude stations are distinguished by open
symbols.
becomes increasingly more HDO depleted (low δD). Con-
secutive condensation can also explain the low total vapour
content and column integrated δD at the high-altitude station
(Jungfraujoch and Iza˜ na, marked by open symbols).
In order to assure that the model represents data for the
same airmass as the FTIR system, we smoothed the model
data with the FTIR averaging kernel. We observe a signiﬁ-
cant dry bias of the modeled with respect to the measured to-
tal precipitable water vapour of about 25%. This dry bias is
observed at high as well as low latitudes. However, it is lim-
ited to the lower troposphere (Schneider et al., 2010b) and
therefore, it is not observed at the high-altitude stations. On
the other hand and concerning δD, the difference between
measurement and simulation is site-dependent. We observe
a positive systematic difference in column-integrated δD
(IsoGSM-FTIR) at high-latitude and high-altitude stations
(the dry stations) and a negative bias at the lower latitude sta-
tions (the humid stations). Taking the FTIR data as the ref-
erence, the model underestimates δD close to the humidity
source region (low altitude/latitude sites) and overestimates
δD far away from the humidity source regions (high alti-
tude/latitude sites). This characteristic of the measurement–
model difference can be well observed in the “H2O–δD” plot
of Fig. 14.
6.4 Monthly climatology
In this subsection we examine the typical annual cycle of the
water vapour isotopologues. Panel (a) of Fig. 15 depicts all
the observations available for Iza˜ na for the 1999–2012 time
period (about 2150 observations). As an example we look
here at column integrated data. The two left plots show the
multi-year annual cycles (all observations made in the differ-
ent years are gathered in one annual plot). We observe that
there is a large day-to-day variability. The annual cycles can
be better visualised by calculating the monthly averages.
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Fig. 15. Multi-year annual cycles of column-integrated H2O and δD as observed by the ground-based FTIR system at Iza˜ na. Panel a:
all observations (all March and all November observations are highlighted by black and red crosses, respectively); Panel b: Intra-annual
variability of monthly averages (black: FTIR observations, red solid squares: IsoGSM simulations smoothed by FTIR kernels, red circles:
unsmoothed IsoGSM simulations.)
and δD. Total precipitable water reaches its maximum during
the second half of summer (August/September). The am-
plitude of the cycle is about 100% (intra-annual variability
value varies between 50 and 150%). The column-integrated
δD values are highest in the beginning of summer (July) and
the amplitude is about 100‰(intra-annual variability values
of −50‰in winter and +50‰in summer).
The right graphs of panel a and b show H2O-δD plots. It
documents the added value of δD observations if performed
together with H2O. We ﬁnd that in March and November,
the humidity levels in the atmosphere above Iza˜ na are very
similar, but that the isotopic compositions are signiﬁcantly
different: in November the water vapour mass is much more
depleted in HDO if compared to March. The actual situa-
tion becomes clearly visible by looking on the H2O-δD plot
of the intra-annual variability (right graph of panel b): pass-
ing from summer to winter, the troposphere is more depleted
in heavy isotopologues than passing from winter to summer,
i.e., spring and autumn humidity has different isotopic ﬁn-
gerprints.
In addition to the FTIR data (black solid squares), panel
b of Fig. 15 depicts the intra-annual variability as simu-
lated by the model IsoGSM: red solid squares are for model
data smoothed by the FTIR’s averaging kernels (see Fig.3)
and red circles are for unsmoothed model data. Since here
we look on averages of many hundreds of individual obser-
vations, the difference between smoothed and unsmoothed
model data is rather small (the averaging works similarly
to the smoothing). Like the measurement, the model re-
veals that there is a difference in the isotopic composition of
spring and autumn humidity. However, in the model the dif-
ferences between the winter-to-summer and the summer-to-
winter transitions are much weaker than in the observational
dataset. Furthermore, the model signiﬁcantly underestimates
the amplitude of the annual cycle of δD.
Figure 16 shows H2O-δD plots of the intra-annual vari-
ability for all ten sites that participate in MUSICA (lower
as well as middle tropospheric and middle as well as upper
tropospheric data for the low- and high-altitude sites, respec-
tively). The model IsoGSM captures some of the differences
between the different sites, e.g., the relatively low H2O and
δD variability at the two south-western Paciﬁc sites Wollon-
gong and Lauder compared to the other sites. For most sites,
the FTIR dataset reveals signiﬁcant differences between the
summer-to-winter and winter-to-summer transition. For the
Arctic sites (Eureka, Ny ˚ Alesund, and Kiruna) this kind of
annual cycle is especially pronounced in the middle tropo-
sphere. At the high-altitude site of Jungfraujoch it is more
pronounced in the middle than in the upper troposphere. To
some extent these observations become visible in the simu-
lations, e.g., for Kiruna the model simulates a slight differ-
ence between the summer-to-winter and winter-to-summer
transition for the middle but not for the lower troposphere.
However, at the aforementioned sites the modeled and mea-
sured annual H2O-δD cycle generally disagree whereby the
disagreement cannot be explained by the uncertainty in the
observational dataset. On the contrary for other sites, like
Bremen or Karlsruhe, the measured and modelled H2O-δD
plots agree within the estimated uncertainties.
7 Conclusions
This paper presents a method for characterising the H2O
and δD remote sensing datasets. The method consists in
transferring the retrieved {ln[H2O], ln[HDO]}-state onto a
basis that is well representative of the H2O and δD state:
the {(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2, ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-basis.
In this basis we can document the sensitivity, vertical res-
olution, and error applying the well known procedures as
suggested, for instance, in the textbook of C. D. Rodgers
(Rodgers, 2000). This characterisation is very necessary in
order to understand the complex nature of the isotopologue
remote sensing data thereby assuring its correct application
(e.g., for model or satellite sensor validation).
We apply the new method for extensively characteris-
ing the water vapour isotopologue dataset produced by the
ground-based remote sensing component of the project MU-
SICA. The dataset offers two types of proﬁles: ﬁrst, tropo-
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and δD. Total precipitable water reaches its maximum during
the second half of summer (August/September). The am-
plitude of the cycle is about 100% (intra-annual variability
value varies between 50 and 150%). The column-integrated
δD values are highest in the beginning of summer (July) and
the amplitude is about 100‰(intra-annual variability values
of −50‰in winter and +50‰in summer).
The right graphs of panel a and b show H2O-δD plots. It
documents the added value of δD observations if performed
together with H2O. We ﬁnd that in March and November,
the humidity levels in the atmosphere above Iza˜ na are very
similar, but that the isotopic compositions are signiﬁcantly
different: in November the water vapour mass is much more
depleted in HDO if compared to March. The actual situa-
tion becomes clearly visible by looking on the H2O-δD plot
of the intra-annual variability (right graph of panel b): pass-
ing from summer to winter, the troposphere is more depleted
in heavy isotopologues than passing from winter to summer,
i.e., spring and autumn humidity has different isotopic ﬁn-
gerprints.
In addition to the FTIR data (black solid squares), panel
b of Fig. 15 depicts the intra-annual variability as simu-
lated by the model IsoGSM: red solid squares are for model
data smoothed by the FTIR’s averaging kernels (see Fig.3)
and red circles are for unsmoothed model data. Since here
we look on averages of many hundreds of individual obser-
vations, the difference between smoothed and unsmoothed
model data is rather small (the averaging works similarly
to the smoothing). Like the measurement, the model re-
veals that there is a difference in the isotopic composition of
spring and autumn humidity. However, in the model the dif-
ferences between the winter-to-summer and the summer-to-
winter transitions are much weaker than in the observational
dataset. Furthermore, the model signiﬁcantly underestimates
the amplitude of the annual cycle of δD.
Figure 16 shows H2O-δD plots of the intra-annual vari-
ability for all ten sites that participate in MUSICA (lower
as well as middle tropospheric and middle as well as upper
tropospheric data for the low- and high-altitude sites, respec-
tively). The model IsoGSM captures some of the differences
between the different sites, e.g., the relatively low H2O and
δD variability at the two south-western Paciﬁc sites Wollon-
gong and Lauder compared to the other sites. For most sites,
the FTIR dataset reveals signiﬁcant differences between the
summer-to-winter and winter-to-summer transition. For the
Arctic sites (Eureka, Ny ˚ Alesund, and Kiruna) this kind of
annual cycle is especially pronounced in the middle tropo-
sphere. At the high-altitude site of Jungfraujoch it is more
pronounced in the middle than in the upper troposphere. To
some extent these observations become visible in the simu-
lations, e.g., for Kiruna the model simulates a slight differ-
ence between the summer-to-winter and winter-to-summer
transition for the middle but not for the lower troposphere.
However, at the aforementioned sites the modeled and mea-
sured annual H2O-δD cycle generally disagree whereby the
disagreement cannot be explained by the uncertainty in the
observational dataset. On the contrary for other sites, like
Bremen or Karlsruhe, the measured and modelled H2O-δD
plots agree within the estimated uncertainties.
7 Conclusions
This paper presents a method for characterising the H2O
and δD remote sensing datasets. The method consists in
transferring the retrieved {ln[H2O], ln[HDO]}-state onto a
basis that is well representative of the H2O and δD state:
the {(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2, ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-basis.
In this basis we can document the sensitivity, vertical res-
olution, and error applying the well known procedures as
suggested, for instance, in the textbook of C. D. Rodgers
(Rodgers, 2000). This characterisation is very necessary in
order to understand the complex nature of the isotopologue
remote sensing data thereby assuring its correct application
(e.g., for model or satellite sensor validation).
We apply the new method for extensively characteris-
ing the water vapour isotopologue dataset produced by the
ground-based remote sensing component of the project MU-
SICA. The dataset offers two types of proﬁles: ﬁrst, tropo-
Fig. 15. Multi-year annual cycles of column-integrated H2O and δD as observed by the ground-based FTIR system at Iza˜ na. (a) all ob-
servations (all March and all November observations are highlighted by black and red crosses, respectively); (b) intra-annual variability of
monthly averages (black: FTIR observations; red solid squares: IsoGSM simulations smoothed by FTIR kernels; red circles: unsmoothed
IsoGSM simulations).
The two left graphs of panel (b) depict the intra-annual
variability of these monthly averages (black solid squares).
In case of H2O (upper plot), it is the monthly average value
relative to the multi-year H2O mean, and in case of δD (lower
plot), it is the monthly δD averages minus the multi-year δD
mean (the multi-year means are presented in Fig. 13). The
error bar for each monthly average data point is the root-
square-sum of the 1σ error of the monthly average and the
errors as estimated in the ﬁrst part of this manuscript. They
are depicted in the plots of panel (b) but often rather small
and thus hardly visible.
We observe very signiﬁcant annual cycles for both H2O
and δD. Total precipitable water reaches its maximum dur-
ing the second half of summer (August/September). The am-
plitude of the cycle is about 100% (intra-annual variability
value varies between 50 and 150%). The column-integrated
δD values are highest in the beginning of summer (July) and
the amplitude is about 100‰(intra-annual variability values
of −50‰in winter and +50‰in summer).
The right graphs of panel (a) and (b) show H2O–δD
plots. It documents the added value of δD observations if
performed together with H2O. We ﬁnd that in March and
November,thehumiditylevelsintheatmosphereaboveIza˜ na
are very similar, but that the isotopic compositions are signif-
icantlydifferent:inNovemberthewatervapourmassismuch
more depleted in HDO if compared to March. The actual
situation becomes clearly visible by looking on the H2O–
δD plot of the intra-annual variability (right graph of panel
(b)): passing from summer to winter, the troposphere is more
depleted in heavy isotopologues than passing from winter to
summer, i.e. spring and autumn humidity has different iso-
topic ﬁngerprints.
In addition to the FTIR data (black solid squares), panel
(b) of Fig. 15 depicts the intra-annual variability as simu-
lated by the model IsoGSM: red solid squares are for model
data smoothed by the FTIR’s averaging kernels (see Fig. 3)
and red circles are for unsmoothed model data. Since here
we look on averages of many hundreds of individual obser-
vations, the difference between smoothed and unsmoothed
model data is rather small (the averaging works similarly
to the smoothing). Like the measurement, the model re-
veals that there is a difference in the isotopic composition of
spring and autumn humidity. However, in the model the dif-
ferences between the winter-to-summer and the summer-to-
winter transitions are much weaker than in the observational
dataset. Furthermore, the model signiﬁcantly underestimates
the amplitude of the annual cycle of δD.
Figure 16 shows H2O–δD plots of the intra-annual vari-
ability for all ten sites that participate in MUSICA (lower
as well as middle tropospheric and middle as well as upper
tropospheric data for the low- and high-altitude sites, respec-
tively). The model IsoGSM captures some of the differences
between the different sites, e.g. the relatively low H2O and
δD variability at the two southwestern Paciﬁc sites Wollon-
gong and Lauder compared to the other sites. For most sites,
the FTIR dataset reveals signiﬁcant differences between the
summer-to-winter and winter-to-summer transition. For the
Arctic sites (Eureka, Ny ˚ Alesund, and Kiruna), this kind of
annual cycle is especially pronounced in the middle tropo-
sphere. At the high-altitude site of Jungfraujoch, it is more
pronounced in the middle than in the upper troposphere. To
some extent these observations become visible in the simula-
tions, e.g. for Kiruna the model simulates a slight difference
between the summer-to-winter and winter-to-summer transi-
tion for the middle but not for the lower troposphere. How-
ever, at the aforementioned sites the modeled and measured
annual H2O–δD cycles generally disagree, whereby the dis-
agreement cannot be explained by the uncertainty in the ob-
servational dataset. On the contrary for other sites, like Bre-
men or Karlsruhe, the measured and modeled H2O–δD plots
agree within the estimated uncertainties.
7 Conclusions
This paper presents a method for characterising the H2O and
δD remote sensing datasets. The method consists in trans-
ferring the retrieved {ln[H2O], ln[HDO]}-state onto a ba-
sis that is well representative of the H2O and δD state: the
{(ln[H2O]+ln[HDO])/2, ln[HDO]−ln[H2O]}-basis. In this
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Fig. 16. Same as right graph of panel b of Fig. 15, but for lower, middle, and upper troposphere of all ten sites contributing to MUSICA.
spheric water vapour proﬁles, and second, tropospheric pro-
ﬁles of the isotopic composition of water vapour.
The H2O proﬁles have a DOFS of about 2.5-3, whereby
water vapour variations from the lower up to the upper tro-
posphere can be detected. We estimate their precision to be
better than 10% throughout the troposphere at all stations.
The precision of the retrieved total precipitable water vapour
is estimated to be better than 1%.
The proﬁles of the isotopic composition offer a DOFS of
1.0-1.5 for humid low-altitude sites and 1.5-2.0 for dry or
high-altitude sites. The sensitivity of this product is limited
to the lower and middle troposphere for the low-altitude sites
(middle and upper troposphere for the high-altitude sites).
Our study reveals that one has to be very careful in order to
properly interpret isotopologue remote sensing data. A ﬁrst
problem is that the H2O and δD products are generally not
representative of the same atmospheric airmass, and a second
problem that the δD product suffers from cross-dependence
on atmospheric humidity. Both shortcomings signiﬁcantly
affect the scientiﬁc usefulness of the data. If the averag-
ing kernels are provided for each individual observation, the
aforementioned shortcomings can be well overcome by an
a posteriori data treatment leading to H2O and δD proﬁles
that are sensitive to the same atmospheric airmass and with
a precision of better than 2% and 30‰, respectively. All the
MUSICA isotopologue products obtained from ground- and
space-based remote sensing techniques (NDACC-FTIR and
METOP/IASI products, respectively) undergo this a posteri-
ori treatment, which consist of a simple a posteriori matrix
multiplication according to Eq. (20).
The ground-based MUSICA experiments offer a long-
term record of tropospheric water vapour proﬁles and of
its isotopic composition for ten globally distributed sites,
whereby the good network-wide consistency is demonstrated
empirically by our mid-infrared CO2 retrievals. Due to
its long-term characteristic, its network-wide consistency,
and the extensively documented error levels, the dataset is
promising for investigating the reliability of climate mod-
els. This potential is brieﬂy indicated by our model-
measurements comparison of Sect. 6. Taking the MUSICA
measurements as reference we identify some deﬁcits in the
modeled atmospheric water cycle. First, the model seems
to underestimate δD values close to the humidity source re-
gion (low altitude/latitude sites) and overestimates δD far
awayfromthehumiditysourceregions(highaltitude/latitude
sites). Second, we observe that the tropospheric water mass
tend to be more depleted in HDO in autumn if compared to
spring although the humidity levels are the same. This vari-
ability in the isotopic composition is only partly captured by
the model.
In the framework of this technical paper we do not at-
tempt to scientiﬁcally interpret model-measurement differ-
ences. Instead we hope that we can encourage the modelling
community to collaborate with us for a scientiﬁc exploitation
ofthedataset. Thewholedataset—includingthedetaileder-
ror estimations for each individual observation — will soon
be made freely available for the interested scientiﬁc commu-
nity via an ftp-server.
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basis we can document the sensitivity, vertical resolution,
and error applying the well known procedures as suggested,
for instance, in the textbook of C. D. Rodgers (Rodgers,
2000). This characterisation is very necessary in order to
understand the complex nature of the isotopologue remote
sensing data, thereby assuring its correct application (e.g. for
model or satellite sensor validation).
We apply the new method for extensively characteris-
ing the water vapour isotopologue dataset produced by the
ground-based remote sensing component of the project MU-
SICA. The dataset offers two types of proﬁles: ﬁrst, tropo-
spheric water vapour proﬁles, and second, tropospheric pro-
ﬁles of the isotopic composition of water vapour.
The H2O proﬁles have a DOFS of about 2.5–3, whereby
water vapour variations from the lower up to the upper tro-
posphere can be detected. We estimate their precision to be
better than 10% throughout the troposphere at all stations.
The precision of the retrieved total precipitable water vapour
is estimated to be better than 1%.
The proﬁles of the isotopic composition offer a DOFS of
1.0–1.5 for humid low-altitude sites and 1.5–2.0 for dry or
high-altitude sites. The sensitivity of this product is limited
to the lower and middle troposphere for the low-altitude sites
(middle and upper troposphere for the high-altitude sites).
Our study reveals that one has to be very careful in or-
der to properly interpret isotopologue remote sensing data.
A ﬁrst problem is that the H2O and δD products are gen-
erally not representative of the same atmospheric airmass,
and a second problem is that the δD product suffers from
cross-dependence on atmospheric humidity. Both shortcom-
ings signiﬁcantly affect the scientiﬁc usefulness of the data.
If the averaging kernels are provided for each individual
observation, the aforementioned shortcomings can be well
overcome by an a posteriori data treatment leading to H2O
and δD proﬁles that are sensitive to the same atmospheric
airmass and with a precision of better than 2% and 30‰,
respectively. All the MUSICA isotopologue products ob-
tained from ground- and space-based remote sensing tech-
niques (NDACC-FTIR and METOP/IASI products, respec-
tively) undergo this a posteriori treatment, which consists
of a simple a posteriori matrix multiplication according to
Eq. (20).
The ground-based MUSICA experiments offer a long-
term record of tropospheric water vapour proﬁles and of
its isotopic composition for ten globally distributed sites,
whereby the good network-wide consistency is demonstrated
empirically by our mid-infrared CO2 retrievals. Due to
its long-term characteristic, its network-wide consistency,
and the extensively documented error levels, the dataset
is promising for investigating the reliability of climate
models. This potential is brieﬂy indicated by our model–
measurement comparison of Sect. 6. Taking the MUSICA
measurements as reference, we identify some deﬁcits in the
modeled atmospheric water cycle. First, the model seems to
underestimate δD values close to the humidity source re-
gion (low altitude/latitude sites) and overestimates δD far
awayfromthehumiditysourceregions(highaltitude/latitude
sites). Second, we observe that the tropospheric water mass
tends to be more depleted in HDO in autumn if compared to
spring, although the humidity levels are the same. This vari-
ability in the isotopic composition is only partly captured by
the model.
In the framework of this technical paper, we do not at-
tempt to scientiﬁcally interpret model–measurement differ-
ences. Instead, we hope that we can encourage the modeling
community to collaborate with us for a scientiﬁc exploitation
of the dataset. The whole dataset – including the detailed er-
ror estimations for each individual observation – will soon be
made freely available for the interested scientiﬁc community
via an FTP server.
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